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ABSTRACT
THE LEGACY OF CAR-SHARE AND LIGHT-RAIL TRANSIT FOR MOBILITY AND
ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENTS IN ECONOMICALLY MARGINALIZED
NEIGHBORHOODS IN THE NEW YORK METRO AREA
by
Kyeongsu Kim

Advisor: Jonathan R. Peters
This dissertation explores the value of the car-share program and a new light rail system with
respect to their impact on mobility and accessibility improvements in economically and
transportation access-wise marginalized neighborhoods in NYC and its adjacent communities. It
consists of three main essays that took deep dives into how each new service or system altered
mobility or accessibility for those in need. The first essay (Chapter 2) investigates car-share vehicle
utilization rates of the Zipcar across NYC. It assesses the utilization rates by vehicle type, service
location, time period, and weekday usage compared to weekend activity. With a multivariate
regression model, the study found the presence of previously unmet mobility needs in low-income
neighborhoods and a positive impact of various pricing incentives to create a successful car-share
program implementation. The result suggests that urban policymakers may want to consider
different pricing incentives and subsidies to develop a potential public-private partnership carshare program in NYC focusing on mobility and accessibility instead of just the competitive
marked incentives of a private operator. The second and third essays, presented here as Chapters
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3 and 4 investigate the accessibility benefit of a new light rail system – the Hudson Bergen Light
Rail (HBLR), that runs along the Hudson County Gold Coast waterfront in New Jersey.
Chapter 3 applies a hedonic approach, a traditional quantitative methodology for economic impact
analysis, to measure the accessibility gain of a transit system deployed in a developed urban zone,
in general. The study estimates the accessibility gain with longitudinal home sales records,
capitalized in home values near the HBLR stations. The gain was generally higher in
neighborhoods with less choice of public transportation options in a pre-HBLR period and also in
ones far from a major regional job center, Manhattan. The study also identifies that the premium
of the accessibility gain dissipated within a quarter-mile of the HBLR stations, which is smaller
than the generally accepted allowable half-mile walking distance for users of rail service. Chapter
4 explored changes in commuting flows between the vicinity of the HBLR neighborhoods and
Manhattan. The study utilizes two methods of analysis to understand these issues. First, it explores
the change in jobs by wage groups and workplace locations for residents in economically
disadvantaged neighborhoods near HBLR stations. Second, it develops a regression model to see
the impact on residents' job change by proximity to the HBLR stations. The study hinted at how
the new light rail system affected commuting patterns in the low-income neighborhoods, especially
in areas with inferior public transportation access prior to the development of the HBLR.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 were published in peer-reviewed journals, and an earlier version of
Chapter 4 was presented at the Transportation Research Board 91st annual meeting in Washington
D.C. and the Association of American Geographers 2012 annual meeting in New York in 2012. As
such, below the full abstracts for each of these papers were included as provided in their original
presentation:
v

Abstract for Chapter 2 - For decades, car-sharing has become an attentive dialogue among
transportation planners and civic groups who have long supported, and business owners and
government officials who see car-sharing as a means to realize their interests, i.e., another market
for revenue generation and replacement of government vehicles for municipal government use
with car-share units. It has particularly drawn attention in New York City (NYC). NYC is the
largest car-sharing market in the United States, accounting for about one-third of all North
American car-sharing members. In addition to market-driven forces, the City government has
pronounced pro-carsharing policies. However, car-sharing is still considered as an exclusive
program to middle-income, white, and young populations. The purpose of this study is to see if
car-sharing can help meet the mobility demand for urban residents, especially in marginalized
neighborhoods. By investigating a leading car-sharing program – Zipcar's vehicle utilization
pattern in NYC, I attempt to disentangle how areas with different socio-demographics are
associated with car-sharing usage. The study results revealed a high demand for midsize (standard)
vehicles on weekdays and weeknights. Besides, car-sharing use was positively correlated with the
number of total vehicles, not the number of Zipcar parking lots, if the cars are accessible within
walking distances. More importantly, car-sharing in low-income neighborhoods did not differ from
the typical car-sharing locations. What matters is affordability. Hence, there is no reason not to
consider new services or expanding existing service boundaries to the outer boroughs in the future.
Abstract for Chapter 3 - This paper analyses the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail (HBLR) impact on
residential property prices. Unlike similar studies that use a hedonic model with cross-sectional
data, this one uses repeat-sales data of properties sold at least twice between 1991 and 2009. It
shows how proximity to the nearest HBLR station, relative accessibility gains across stations, and
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anticipation of the commencement date of the HBLR station influenced home price change. The
results show that properties near the two commuting stations farthest from the revitalized central
business district experienced high appreciation. The study also reveals different accessibility gains
across areas based on the availability of existing public transportation options. Using a negative–
exponential gradient, we find that these higher appreciation rates tended to dissipate about 1/4 mile
(402 m) from stations. It supports that properties around urban commuting stations enjoy higher
marginal benefits through improved transit accessibility and reduced transportation costs, as
Alonso's model predicts.
Abstract for Chapter 4 - This study examines if the HBLR has affected commuting flows in
economically disadvantaged Environment Justice (EJ) neighborhoods. It hypothesized that the
low-income and working-age population in the northern and southern neighborhoods of Hudson
County, New Jersey, had taken advantage of the new light rail access. Thanks to Hudson county's
unique geographic location, where Manhattan, the most prominent employment center in the
region, is located across the Hudson River, the most significant accessibility benefit of the new
transit service would be the improvement of Manhattan-bound job commute. This study's key data
source is the U.S. Census Bureau's time-series Longitudinal Employer‐Household Dynamics
Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES). The investigation disclosed that residents in
EJ neighborhoods enjoyed more job opportunities in Manhattan thanks to the enhanced, reliable
transit accessibility. Moreover, the HBLR influenced neighborhoods differently in which different
levels of public transportation accessibility existed before the inauguration of the HBLR. The study
demonstrated that the benefits of the HBLR are not limited to a typical property appreciation but
the provision of enhanced employment opportunities to residents in EJ neighborhoods.
vii
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CHAPTER ONE
Introduction
Accessibility generally refers to the extent to how many points of interest, e.g., jobs, shops, schools,
and health care providers, can be reached within a specified travel time (e.g., 30 minutes)
irrespective of travel modes. Accessibility is often defined by proximity of the point of departure
to transportation infrastructure (e.g., housings or jobs within a five-minute walking distance to a
station or a quarter-mile around a station). Mobility is a term associated with ease of movement
and the ability to get from a place to another. Because of its emphasis on the boundless nature of
the movement, mobility is in many cases linked to auto ownership. The definition of accessibility
and mobility hints that the improvement of accessibility is related to an increase in the reachable
destinations (or the point of departure to transportation infrastructure), and the improvement of
mobility links to an increase in the reachable territory for a given investment of time and money
(Jonathan, Grengs, and Merlin. 2019).
In a transportation planning domain, accessibility improvement refers to an overall improvement
of access to destinations, typically focusing on job access by reducing travel time and travel time
reliability. A range of transportation planning instruments, together with compact mixed-use land
use planning practices, has been exercised to improve accessibility. A list of the instruments
includes the development of fixed guideway transit service, widening congested corridors, a
dynamic toll pricing for single-occupant vehicles, and installing or expanding bike and pedestrian
facilities. These instruments were not solely for improving access to jobs for those who could
choose their residence upon their preference of locations, but also for anyone who lives or
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frequents a given geographic area who may have additional accessibility needs.
Traditionally, however, improving mobility rather than accessibility was emphasized in public
policy and the planning literature as people's needs to travel further or freely were in many cases
overwhelmed with usage. The plans for mobility improvements may include subsidizing car
ownership and car-share programs. Enlarging auto access would help extend the trip distance
between the origin and destinations. The critical issue to consider here is that the need for mobility
improvements is not mutually exclusive to accessibility improvements. Improving mobility
ensures people can reach a given physical destination within a reasonable timeframe to meet their
accessibility needs. Jonathan, Grengs, and Merlin (2019) claimed that the traditional mobilityfocused planning paradigm needs to be switched to the accessibility-focus framework, and
mobility would be one means to achieve accessibility together with proximity and connectivity
(see Figure I-1).

Figure I-1 Relationships among mobility, proximity, connectivity, and accessibility in a revised hierarchy of
transportation goals (Jonathan, Grengs, and Merlin. 2019)

Over the past decades, accessibility and mobility improvements for the low-income and
populations of color have been considered core parts of transportation planning and policy
discourse. The U.S. Title VI of the 1964 Civil Rights Act and Executive Order 12898 led to a
2

general idea that transportation planning for new systems should always have one key component:
a service improvement commitment to the marginalized communities. However, in reality,
accessibility and mobility improvements for the marginalized groups had barely been discussed
decades after the Act. The Executive Order 12898 on Environmental Justice of 1994 led people to
begin exploring these issues in detail. The Executive Order allowed funds to a range of
government-led transportation programs and assistance, such as developing light rail transits
across the U.S. and incentives to boost car ownership among low-income populations.
Subsequently, interest in researching transportation equity issues grew, and the spatial mismatch
between job and home became among the emerging research topics.
This dissertation explores the legacies of a number of accessibility and mobility improvement
endeavors implemented in the New York metro area – and what they mean to regional mobility
for disadvantaged households. It conducts a deep dive into two systems that are changing how
households interact and utilize these new transportation options. The first is car-share (program),
Zipcar in New York City (NYC). Car-sharing is one of the new alternative transportation systems
that has the potential to improve mobility without encouraging car ownership. The second system
is the lone light rail transit system in the New York metro area, the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail
(HBLR) in Jersey City, and adjacent jurisdictions in Hudson County, New Jersey. This dissertation
delves deep into the impact of the HBLR on accessibility improvement from two distinct
perspectives: property value appreciation and changes in job access.
The first new addition to the very complex legacy transportation system in the New York
Metropolitan Region we consider, car-sharing, has been one of the recently suggested mobility
improvement instruments for NYC and adjacent urban areas: Jersey City and Hoboken, which
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potentially will help mitigate traffic and carbon footprint emission. Car-share was actively
discussed in the 2000s. In the early 2010s, in many cities and university towns across the U.S.,
Car-share companies have been actively engaged with local governments and developers seeking
a strategy to resolve parking shortage and congestion problems. Car-share was a charming
instrument for governments and developers, cutting the parking requirements for some residential
and commercial real estate developments and discouraging car ownership while retaining mobility
options. It also meets the expectation of recent college graduates and professionals in dense urban
areas that do not need a car daily but only occasionally for social-gatherings, outer-town activities,
and large household item purchases. A private and public partnership among car-share firms, local
governments, and developers emerged and developed standards of practice to install designated
car-share parking lots in residential and commercial buildings in many municipalities.
Lately, the popularity of car-share has declined as ride-hailing or shared-mobility services by
transportation network companies (TNC) such as Uber and Lyft became a popular ride option for
short-distance trip. A growing pattern of increased online shopping by U.S. households diminished
the need for a car for large household item purchases as well. Nevertheless, a demand for car-share
still exists because TNC has been heavily used for nighttime activities, short-distance, and tourists'
trips, which compete with taxicabs and public transportation. Carshare systems may be more vital
in the longer haul, trips with significant wait times at a remote location, and/or weekend destination
trips. Many still find car-share a cheaper and preferred option over TNC and car ownership. The
presence of Zipcar and other car-share brands parked at IKEA stores and at major suburban
shopping malls and outlets such as the Woodbury Commons Premium Outlets would suggest that
these services fit well with the present needs of low car or zero-car households.
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Chapter 2 of this dissertation delves into the efficacy of car-share. It examines car-share's ability
to fill some of the mobility needs of a large group of urban residents, which could hardly be or
never will be fulfilled by existing transit and TNC services with respect to costs, convenience, and
travel time reduction. This study was initially published in Transportation Research Part A (Kim
2015). Chapter 2 explores the mobility needs in NYC's low-income neighborhoods and contends
that car-share can complement existing mass transit systems and TNC services.
The second system to consider is the HBLR and how the development of this system impacted
accessibility in low-income neighborhoods. The HBLR was planned amid the modern light rail
boom in the 1980s. It is imperative to provide a brief history of the U.S. transit system to
distinguish the contemporary light rail boom from the earlier streetcar and cable-car era. The first
generation of light rail systems in the U.S. was introduced in the 19th century. The first electrified
streetcar system was inaugurated in Richmond, Virginia, in 1888, followed by the Coney Island
Avenue line in the City of Brooklyn in 1890. However, the first generation of light rail systems
began to decline significantly after the Ford Model T, the first affordable automobile to the middle
class, was introduced in 1908. A few light rail transit systems and bus services in urban areas
survived – but many light rail systems closed completely or were replaced by bus service. Still,
the automobile industry's ensuing growth and out-migration of white and middle-income people
to suburbs resulted in the decline in transit ridership. In the early 1960s, a group of transportation
planners and decision-makers began to realize the importance of (re)investment in transit. They
observed some of the side effects of auto ownership and highway-driven transportation planning
and policy, e.g., a carbon footprint issue that has turned into a threat to human health and
communities, widespread congestion, and skyrocketing prices of gasoline and diesel fuel. Smart
Growth, a movement to encourage compact mixed-use development and transit-oriented
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development (TOD), similar to Smart Growth but highlighting its integration of land use planning
with transit investments, was well received by governments and developers. A growing interest in
the transit system, stimulated in part by expanded initial federal grants for capital investments,
allowed communities to implement new commuter rail systems, e.g., Bay Area Rapid Transit
(BART) and New Jersey Transit in the 1960s and 1970s. In the 1980s, further interest in light rail
systems emerged, referred by some planners as a modern light rail boom (compared to the old
abandoned streetcars and trolleys in the early 20th century). The City of San Diego launched the
first modern light rail. The city that once had an old electric streetcar system from the late 1880s
to 1949 reinstated a twenty-minute 15.9-mile San Diego Trolley South Line in July 1981 between
the U.S. International Border and Downtown San Diego. Buffalo, Portland, Sacramento, and San
Jose are other cities, opening their city's own modern light rail system in the 1980s.
A range of factors led to this modern light rail boom. At the outset, planners and political decisionmakers had observed successful streetcar revitalizations and new implementations in northern
European countries in the 1950s and the 1960s. They found similar potential in the U.S. by utilizing
abandoned but reusable trolley or rail tracks once in service across major U.S. cities (Thompson
2003). Light rail's lower capital investment cost as compared to heavy rail systems, while still
providing many of the benefits of rail transit such as easy, comfortable, and a nearly on-time
commute in a fixed right-of-way, are just a few of the charms of these systems. The San Diego
Trolley in 1981, for instance, cost $5 million per mile. It was noticeably lower than capital
investment cost for heavy rails in the 1970s and 1980s (e.g., $34 million per mile for the
Washington DC's Metro and $42 million per mile for the Atlanta's MARTA). Planners also saw
the potential impact of light rail on improving urban conditions and living quality and mitigation
of suburbanization amidst skyrocketing gas prices, rising environmental awareness, and worsening
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economic and social distress in the mid-20th century.
Construction of the modern light rail systems continued in the 1990s in the 2000s. A list of major
cities that built their light rail system includes Los Angeles, Baltimore, St. Louis, Memphis, Denver,
Dallas, Salt Lake City, Jersey City, Houston, Minneapolis, Charlotte, Seattle, and Phoenix. In New
Jersey, two light rail systems opened in the 2000s: the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail (HBLR) in 2000
and The Riverline in 2004, running in southern New Jersey between Camden and Trenton. New
Jersey Transit, a state-owned transit agency, operates both systems. To date, forty metro areas have
light rail systems. Table I‑1 presents a complete list of the U.S. cities with light rail systems in
operation as of summer 2020. Some cities such as Seattle, Portland, and Denver have multiple
light rail systems, and others have a heritage system restored only on a portion of urban street
segments. Denver, Los Angeles, and Portland are currently in the process of expanding their
existing systems.
Table I-1 Modern Light Rail System in the U.S. since 1975
City
System
Remaining first generation light rail systems
1
New Orleans
New Orleans Streetcars
2
San Francisco
San Francisco cable car system
3
Boston
MBTA Green Line
4
Philadelphia
SEPTA Media–Sharon Hill Line, Green Lines
5
Cleveland
Blue Line, Green Line
6
Newark
Newark Light Rail
Modern light rail systems
7
San Diego
San Diego Trolley
8
Buffalo
Buffalo Metro Rail
9
Portland
Max Light Rail; Portland Streetcar
10 Sacramento
Sacramento RT Light Rail
11 San Jose
Santa Clara VTA Light Rail
12 Los Angeles
Metro Rail
13 Baltimore
Baltimore Light Rail
14 St. Louis
MetroLink
15 Denver
RTD Light Rail
16 Dallas
Dallas Area Rapid Transit; Dallas Streetcar
17 Salt Lake City
TRAX; S-Line
18 Jersey City (NJ)
Hudson-Bergen Light Rail
19 Seattle
Tacoma Link; Seattle Streetcar; Central Link
20 Houston
METRORail
21 Camden-Trenton (NJ)
River Line
22 Minneapolis–Saint Paul
Blue Line
23 Charlotte
Lynx Blue Line
24 Oceanside–Escondido (CA)
SPRINTER
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Opening Date
1835
1878
1897
1906
1913
1935
Jul 1981
Oct 1984
Sep 1986; Jul 2001
Mar 1987
Dec 1987
Jul 1990
Apr 1992
Jul 1993
Oct 1994
Jun 1996; Apr 2015
Dec 1999; Dec 2013
Apr 2000
Aug 2003; Dec 2007; Jul 2009
Jan 2014
Mar 2004
Jun 2004
Nov 2007
Mar 2008

25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36

Phoenix
Norfolk (VA)
Atlanta
Tucson
Washington, D.C.
Kansas City
Cincinnati
Detroit
Bay Point Antioch (CA)
El Paso
Milwaukee
Oklahoma City

Valley Metro Rail
The Tide
Atlanta Streetcar
Sun Link
DC Streetcar
KC Streetcar
Cincinnati Bell Connector
Qline
eBART
El Paso Streetcar
Milwaukee Streetcar
Oklahoma City Streetcar

Dec 2008
Aug 2011
Dec 2014
Jul 2014
Feb 2016
May 2016
Sep 2016
May 2017
May 2018
Nov 2018
Nov 2018
Dec 2018

Heritage streetcar
Dallas
McKinney Avenue Transit Authority
Jul 1989
37 Memphis
MATA Trolley
Apr 1993
San Francisco
E Embarcadero; F Market & Wharves
Apr 2016; Sep 1995
38 Kenosha (WI)
Kenosha Streetcar
Jun 2000
39 Tampa (FL)
TECO Line Streetcar System
Oct 2002
40 Little Rock (AR)
Metro Streetcar
Nov 2004
Philadelphia
SEPTA Route 15
Sep 2005
San Diego
Silver Line
Aug 2011
Charlotte
CityLYNX Gold Line
Jul 2015
Source: American Public Transportation Association, a website for each light rail system and Wikipedia

Despite widespread re-booming interest in light rail since the 1980s, light rail proponents and
opponents have been in the debate regarding its listed benefits and costs, e.g., reducing carbon
footprint, congestion reduction, reduced use of energy, and encouraging compact mixed-use
development vs. a sizable government spending for capital investment and operation/maintenance.
The record of these existing systems has not been universally lauded - mainly due to, in many
cases to lower-than-expected ridership, significant, ongoing financial losses, and dubious
economic benefits. Recently, ridership on some systems has risen, but many systems still suffer
from lower-than-projected ridership. An average farebox revenue-recovery rate for the top 10 light
rail systems was 27.5 percent as of the fiscal year 2010 (Eric Jaffe, 2014). It was close to the bus
(26.7 percent) but inferior to heavy rail (62 percent) and commuter rail (50 percent). In the early
2000s, the slower-than-expected progress of TOD was harshly criticized, yet recently, more
concerns have been raised about the excessive growth of TOD activity and its impact on urban
residents. Ironically, now booming TOD plans in many urban areas have become, in many cases,
victims of opposition by housing advocates due to a fear of rising home purchase costs and rental
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unit prices. This criticism does not undermine TOD's core value: creating communities that work
to prevent sprawl and wasteful consumption of energy and resources while simultaneously and
potentially reinvigorating the urban economy. The possible downsides to all of this are the likely
outcome of rising housing/rent costs and its latent purport, displacing low-income residents.
Chapter 3 investigates the impact of the HBLR on home price appreciation to uncover the housing
market value of an accessibility improvement. The fundamental theory behind is Alonso-Wingo's
bid-rent location choice model is that people trade-off space with commute costs. This study,
initially published in Papers in Regional Science (Kim and Lahr, 2014), identified a positive impact
of accessibility gains, capitalized in housing values, along the HBLR utilizing home sales data
over 20 years.
Chapter 4 explores how residents in low-income neighborhoods have benefited from their access
to the HBLR. It does not fully explore the potential impacts of low-income household displacement
caused by the development of the HBLR – that matter is left for future researchers. It does hint at
how light rail can become a means for the revitalization of the urban region by improving
accessibility in the vicinity of the light rail neighborhoods to the regional major job center, in this
case, Manhattan.
This dissertation seeks to provide insight into the impact of various new transportation alternatives
in the New York Metropolitan area on the region's households, with a particular emphasis on the
impact of these new options on low income and minority households. The provision of new mass
transit options and alternative transportation modes such as car-share systems alter the portfolio of
available options to reach a given destination. These changes have the potential to significantly
improve the overall mobility and accessibility of the region if planned and operated appropriately.
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The studies developed here show the full and significant value of new alternative transportation
options on households in addressing mobility and accessibility gaps in the densest population
center and the most transit heavy region in the United States.
The remaining dissertation consists of four Chapters. Chapter 2 presents the impact of car-share
for the case of Zipcar in NYC. It explores the mobility needs in low-income neighborhoods by
investigating car-share vehicles' utilization rates in different neighborhoods, dates, and time
periods. It hints at the idea that a car-share program with appropriate pricing incentives might
significantly help low-income households' mobility needs. Chapter 3 estimates a hedonic pricing
model to explore the relationship of the HBLR services with longitudinal home sales records,
illustrating that the HBLR access has been effectively capitalized into the property values near the
HBLR station. Chapter 4 investigates the impact of the HBLR on commuting patterns in the
historically low-income neighborhoods in the vicinity of the HBLR. It analyzes changes in the
number of employed workers, types of work, and residents' commute patterns before and after the
HBLR. The study suggests that the benefit of new access to low-income residents' employment
opportunities is significant and improves households' economic outcomes. Chapter 5 concludes
this dissertation by discussing the overall findings and lessons from three studies and bridges them
into one theme – a portfolio perspective on planning instruments for considering the value of
mobility and accessibility improvement. This chapter also includes a discussion of potential future
studies that are needed in the areas of mobility and accessibility improvement.
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CHAPTER TWO
Can car-sharing meet the mobility needs for the low-income neighborhoods? Lessons from carsharing usage patterns in New York City
1. INTRODUCTION
For decades, car-sharing has become an attentive dialogue among transportation planners and civic
groups who have long supported and business owners and government officials who see carsharing as a means to realize their interests, i.e., another market for revenue generation and
replacement of government’s own fleet of vehicles for municipal government use with car-share
units. Carsharing is a flexible on-demand car rental program that allows an hourly or daily rental
unless vehicles are booked. It has particularly drawn attention in New York City (NYC). As of
today, NYC is the largest car-sharing market in the United States, accounting for about one-third
of all North American car-sharing members (PlaNYC, 2011). Public awareness on car-sharing
escalated particularly during the summer of 2011 when two large commercial programs, Zipcar
and Hertz On Demand (now Herz 24/7), competed for their market share in the City. Commercial
ads for free driving credits were on billboards, subway and bus commercial boards, bus stop stands,
and free daily newspapers throughout NYC. A similar marketing campaign took place during the
summer of 2013, fueled by Enterprise Car-share's entrance into the NYC car-share market.
In addition to market-driven forces, the City government has pronounced pro-carsharing policies.
On September 19, 2010, NYC's Department of City Planning (DCP) approved a zoning text
amendment that allows car-share vehicles to use the greater of up to 20% of existing parking spaces
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in off-street parking facilities or five and up to 40% of parking spaces within public parking lots
and garages (NYCDCP, 2010). On October 12, 2010, NYC Mayor Bloomberg announced the first
start of NYC's car-sharing pilot program in Lower Manhattan. The program allowed NYC's
Department of Transportation (DOT) to use 25 Zipcar vehicles for work activities that are not
accessible by public transportation (NYC Mayor Office's press release, 2010). By 2013, the City
had 350 vehicles in its fleet share program: the largest in the nation (PlaNYC progress report 2013).
Moreover, NYC embraced car-sharing as one of fourteen transportation plans presented in a
revised PlaNYC, 2011, the City's strategic transportation plan. Carsharing was officially
considered as an efficient means to improve mobility throughout NYC in which occasional car
users for shopping, family visits, or recreations remain high, and the demand for car-sharing will
rise given the increasing expense of car ownership. PlaNYC, 2011 even proposed developing a
citywide car-sharing program with the City's own fleet of 26,000 vehicles that would otherwise sit
dormant on evenings and weekends.
Since the PlaNYC 2011 went public, there has been little dialogue on how to develop the idea.
Perhaps, different interests among City agencies or the complexity of logistics and fleet
management have deterred its start. Other political issues might have also played a role. The idea,
developed initially under former Mayor Michael Bloomberg, was not included in the new PlaNYC
2014 developed under Mayor Bill de Blasio. If the idea becomes a reality, one distinct benefit will
be apparent: Mobility. NYC's vehicle fleet is widely distributed throughout NYC's five boroughs,
making physical access to these vehicles easy for most NYC residents. It will provide significant
benefits to residents in urban peripheries where low-income populations with limited
transportation accessibility live. Not surprisingly, these transportation-excluded urban peripheries
are little served by current commercial car-sharing programs.
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The purpose of this study is to see if car-sharing can help meet the mobility needs of urban residents
in marginalized neighborhoods. The increase in both the number of car-sharing programs and total
membership hints at a positive future for the expansion of the current car-sharing service boundary.
As current service areas become saturated, car-sharing companies may expand their service areas
to preserve or expand revenues and profits. Yet since the economy has barely been predictable for
years, it is uncertain whether the recent car-sharing boom will become an alternative mobility
option for those in need or it will, otherwise, continue to be used mostly by middle-income, white
and young populations (Sioui et al., 2013; Cevero et al., 2007; City Car-share, 2005; TCRP, 2005).
I attempted to determine the association of a neighborhood's socio-demographic characteristics
with car-sharing usage by investigating Zipcar's vehicle utilization pattern in NYC. This study has
multiple benefits. First, it can help potential car-sharing providers or members recognize how a
leading program is being utilized in one of the world's largest car-sharing markets. Second, the
result has various planning implications, such as how to maximize the usage of car-share vehicles
by vehicle types and neighborhoods and in different time periods. More importantly, this study
offers a further discourse on the feasibility of a citywide car-sharing program in NYC and other
metropolitan areas, where the mobility benefit for marginalized neighborhoods may be superior to
other large transportation investments.
This paper begins with a literature review, including a brief history of car-sharing in North America;
its economic, environmental, and community impacts; and the needs for mobility improvement in
NYC. I then describe data and research methodology. The first half consists of the data sources
and initial analysis of car-sharing usage patterns, while the latter half develops a multivariate
regression model. Study results and subsequent interpretations follow. Finally, I discuss lessons
learned from this study and the challenges of developing a sustainable car-sharing program of
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which transportation planners and policy decision-makers should be aware.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Past, Present, and Future of Carsharing
The two earliest examples of car-sharing in the United States were the Short-Term Auto Rental
(STAT) in San Francisco (Martin et al., 2010; Shaheen et al., 2009) and Mobility Enterprise at
Purdue University; both tested in 1983 (Shaheen et al., 2009). These earlier attempts did not last
long, mainly due to inadequate planning, marketing, and financial management; small membership
and service boundaries; and lack of the technology needed to support such ambitious projects
(Harms and Truffer, 1998; Cousins, 1999; TCRP, 2005). During the late 1990s, a modern form of
the large-scale car-sharing program was implemented in Rutledge, Missouri, and Portland, Oregon
(TCRP, 2005). Since car-sharing has proliferated after 1998 (Shaheen et al., 2004), various
operational forms have been developed. A prevalent arrangement is a profit or a non-profit
operation. The financial priorities, of course, differ between profit and non-profit operators.
However, there is a little distinction from members' perspectives on getting a membership and
using the program operator's vehicles. Zipcar is a leading for-profit program, while PhillyShare
(which became a for-profit program in 2011) and CityCar-share have been renowned non-profit
models.
This growing interest in car-sharing has motivated conventional car rental companies such as Hertz,
Enterprise, and Avis to start their own car-sharing services. Their services are either provided by a
start-up like 'Connect by Hertz' (renamed to 'Hertz on-demand' and now to 'Hertz 24/7') or through
the acquisition of existing programs such as 'PhillyShare' and 'Mint Cars on Demand' (by
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Enterprise) and 'Zipcar' (by Avis). Carsharing has also attracted auto manufacturers into the carsharing market. Daimler AG launched a new car-sharing program called 'Car2go' in Austin, Texas,
in 2010. In Europe, similar types of programs operated by BMW and Peugeot were already in
service. As of July 2012, 13 commercial operators (out of 26) accounted for 95.3% of the carsharing members and 93.2% of car-sharing vehicles in the U.S. (Shaheen, 2012).
Recently, a new concept of car-sharing called peer to peer (P2P) emerged. Unlike typical carsharing programs whose vehicles are owned by the providers, P2P services match privately owned
vehicles to other users on demand. Implementation of P2P car-sharing is primarily attributed to
the widespread use internet, smartphone, and support for car-sharing in the policy arena. This has
allowed companies to overcome the difficulties of P2P operation, maintenance, and insurance
coverage. As of October 2012, North America had ten P2P that are either active (i.e., Relayrides
and Getaround) or in the pilot phase; three are in the planning phase, and four were failed (Shaheen,
2012).
The future of car-sharing looks prosperous. Between July 2011 and July 2012, total membership
and the number of vehicles in car-sharing fleets grew by 43.8% and 26.1%, respectively, in the
United States. As of July 1, 2012, there are 806,332 members, 12,634 vehicles, and 26 different
operators (Shaheen, 2012). Nevertheless, there are some concerns. First, increasing membership
should be carefully interpreted because inactive members do not affect actual car-sharing usage
(Martin et al., 2010). In this regard, recent hype about membership levels may have just resulted
from an aggressive marketing campaign that offered free driving credits. Affordability is another
issue. The increasing role of key commercial operators and dropping share of non-profit programs
have elevated concerns that a few major commercial players will control car-share rental pricing.
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The outcry became marked when Avis acquired Zipcar in January 2013 due to the fears that the
industry could become oligopolistic. In short, if the industry is to be a sustainable and inclusive
alternative for mobility improvement, car-sharing must become more affordable and thus be an
inclusive option to those in need of mobility.
2.2 Economic, Environmental, and Community Impacts
The primary elements that fueled the growing popularity of car-sharing include the savings
compared to car ownership and perceived environmental benefits. As car operation (i.e., gas and
parking) and maintenance (i.e., auto insurance and regular vehicle check-up) costs have been
increasing, car-sharing has become an effective way to reduce existing and potential car owners'
spending on a car while maintaining their mobility option (Martin et al., 2010; Cevero et al., 2007;
TCRP, 2005). Many businesses, universities, and governments have also enjoyed budget savings
by reducing their vehicle fleets or switching existing long-term contracts with a traditional rental
car into car-sharing programs (CNN Money, 2009; Mayors Innovation Project, 2004; Zipcar news,
2012). About 8500 businesses participated in a Zipcar business program as of mid-2009 (CNN
Money, 2009).
The environmental benefits were also highlighted in promotions for car-sharing. The listed benefits
include reductions in vehicle ownership, vehicle kilometers traveled (VKT), and greenhouse gas
emissions. Using North American car-share member survey, Martin et al. (2010) estimated that
car-sharing reduced the average number of vehicles per household from 0.47 to 0.24 and projected
that about 90,000 to 130,000 vehicles had been taken off the road as a result. Sioui et al. (2013)
estimated that 88% of car-sharing members' households in Montreal, Canada, do not own a vehicle
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compared to a citywide average of 34%. Put it differently, the vehicle ownership rate for
households with car-sharing members is 0.13 vehicles/households compared to 0.89
vehicles/households, the citywide average. Other studies argued that a car-share vehicle is able to
substitute for up to 20 personally owned vehicles (TCRP, 2005; Shaheen et al., 2006, 2009; Martin
et al., 2010). Moreover, a range of studies recognize that car-sharing members drive less than
ordinary car owners (Lane, 2005; Cervero et al., 2007; Mayors Innovation Project, 2004; Martin
et al., 2010), which resulted in a 27% decrease in total anthropogenic emissions in the United
States (Shaheen and Lipman, 2007). Increased usage of relatively fuel-efficient car-share vehicles
is another environmental benefit.
Other identified benefits include the growing use of public transit and non-motorized modes
(Cervero et al., 2007), and car-sharing provides a planning tool to help resolve urban parking
shortages (TCRP, 2005; Filosa, 2006; Shaheen et al., 2010; MTI report, 2012; NYC DOT, 2011).
Taken together, the reduced needs for off-street residential or commercial parking spaces can be
used by governments to create additional public spaces for non-motorized modes (MTI report,
2012).
2.3 The Needs of Mobility Improvement in NYC
NYC is known for its good public transportation network. It is far superior to any other public
transportation system in the United States with respect to its network distance, the number of
vehicles in operation, and daily ridership. Yet accessibility varies by neighborhood. In general, the
more affluent neighborhoods have better accessibility with the combination of transit and nonmotorized modes. Neighborhoods in Manhattan and downtown Brooklyn are mostly within half-
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mile, a 10-minute walking distance, of subway stations. However, many areas in the outer
boroughs require other motorized modes to access stations.
Low transit accessibility in many outer-borough neighborhoods exacerbates an individual's
financial burdens by using expensive transportation services such as a yellow cab or liberty taxi.
Davidson et al. (2012) identified relatively high usage of yellow cab in the transportation-excluded
marginalized neighborhoods in their investigation of NYC's taxi origin and destination GPS data.
In general, many low-income populations live in these neighborhoods and spend a high proportion
of their income on transportation services. This results in uneven accessibility to resources and
opportunities such as jobs, shopping, and other social and economic activities, compared to higherincome groups (Litman 1999). Not surprisingly, continued limited access to goods, services, and
social networks have worsened the poverty and social disadvantages of low-income neighborhood
residents (Lucas 2012).
A group of NYC's officials, planners, engineers, and community developers are aware of mobility
improvement needs. They see this uneven mobility as one of the significant hurdles for the City's
sustainable political ecology. In PlaNYC 2011, the City selected various improvement plans to
address the issue. Significant portions were assigned for (re)investment and maintenance of
physical infrastructures such as new bike lanes, street enhancements for the pedestrian safety,
Selected Bus Services (SBS) – NYC's bus rapid transit system, Second Avenue Subway, and
extending the 7 Line to the Hudson Yards in Midtown, Manhattan. There is little dispute that
mobility will improve with these investments. However, a question remains about the effectiveness
of this spending. The beneficiaries may not include residents in marginalized neighborhoods as the
investments are geographically limited, mostly in Manhattan and a few other major corridors in
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Queens and Brooklyn.
In NYC, car ownership is discouraged by high dense land use and limited parking spaces.
According to the U.S. Census Bureau's 2007-11 American Community Survey estimate, the share
of households without a car in each of NYC's boroughs is 78 percent of households in Manhattan,
36.7 percent in Queens, 57.1 percent in Brooklyn, and 59.2 percent in the Bronx. Nonetheless, car
usage remains high for occasional trips such as shopping, family visits, or recreational activities
in NYC (PlaNYC 2011). The demand is exceptionally high in marginalized neighborhoods in
Queens, Bronx, Brooklyn, and Staten Island, where inconvenient or limited non-auto transit
options prevail.
3. DATA AND RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
3.1 Data Sources and Initial Findings
Two datasets were collected from Zipcar and the U.S. Census Bureau. Zipcar's vehicle utilization
log is my primary interest because it can disclose the actual pattern of car-sharing usage. I initially
contacted Zipcar to acquire their raw data, but Zipcar's no data dissemination policy led me to an
alternative method. As a Zipcar member, I could manually collect the vehicle inventory on various
days between September 24th, 2012, and March 30th, 2013, from the member's area of the Zipcar
website. The data has some limitations. First, the representation of samples can be bias. It also has
no information on member's socio-demographic characteristics, which would have been useful for
investigating its relationship to the car-sharing usage patterns. Instead, I use census estimates to
explore the relationship between usage patterns and neighborhoods' socio-demographic
characteristics where the car-share vehicles are located.
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I collected available vehicle count data 30 minutes prior to the beginning of three-hour rental
periods in order to capture an accurate representation of the actual usage pattern. Assumed that the
three-hour time frame is a reasonable period for short-time usage and the manual collection is the
most practical approach to assess it. I also collected different hourly rates by vehicle type, time
period (weekdays vs. weekends), and the special weeknight rate. Finally, I collected eight
weekdays, four weeknights, and seven weekends. By definition, weekdays are Monday to Friday,
while weekends are Saturday and Sunday from 9 am to 6 pm. Weeknight data includes the period
from 6:00 pm to 5:50 am. Data was not collected for the two weeks following Hurricane Sandy's
landfall in NYC on October 29, 2012, to avoid unexpected variation attributable to this event.
In total, 358 parking lots and 1,993 Zipcar vehicles were identified in four boroughs of NYC and
two Hudson-river crossing municipalities, Hoboken and Jersey City, in Hudson County, New
Jersey. Data from Staten Island were disregarded since there were only two vehicles at a single
location (at the St. George ferry terminal) in service (see Error! Reference source not found. for t
he Zipcar locations). Samples from a few more parking lots identified during data collection were
not included in the final dataset because they were incompletely reviewed or closed due to Sandy.
Nonetheless, the final sample representation regarding the vehicle units looks high for the study
area where just about more than 2,000 Zipcar vehicles are in service across NYC (PRweb, 2013).
Table II-1Error! Reference source not found. presents a brief profile of Zipcar vehicle stocks.
Manhattan has the most extensive vehicle stocks at 59.2 percent of the study area total, followed
by Brooklyn with a 26.7 percent share. Only 158 cars (7.9 percent) and 53 cars (2.7 percent) are
located in Queens and Bronx. Overall, about two-thirds are economy vehicles while standard and
luxury cars take up the other one-third. The hourly rates differ by vehicle types, and the weeknight
discount rate only applies to the economy and standard vehicles.
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Figure II-1 Locations of Zipcar parking lots and their vehicle inventory

Table II-1 Number of Zipcar vehicles by locations and hourly rates (as of April 2013)
Locations
Manhattan Brooklyn
Queens
Bronx
JC_Hoboken Total
Economy
758
362
123
38
47
1,328
Standard
183
98
20
7
11
319
Luxury
239
73
15
8
11
346
Total
1,180
533
158
53
69
1,993
* Weeknight (6pm-8:30am (+1)) special rate: $39 (before taxes)
** There is no official name for car types. For comparison, I labeled them based on the hourly rates.
Vehicle Type
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Hourly Rates
Weekday
$11.75
$13.75
$15.75

Weekend
$13.75
$15.75
$17.75

Figure II-1 displays Zipcar's vehicle inventory by location and highlights high poverty census
tracts. Figure II-2 shows vehicle usage rates in three different time periods. The vehicle usage rate
was calculated as the number of vehicles rented divided by the total number of vehicles in service.
The usage rates in Figure II-2 are mean estimates of samples from eight weekdays, four weeknights,
and seven weekends. Assumed that the usage rate for each time period is similar across survey
periods. One of the study's limitations is the sample representation due partly to the low sample
size. However, the similar usage patterns for each time period help assure the quality of the sample
usage log. As shown in Table II-2, weekday usage rates range from 67 to 72 percent, and the
weekend rates range from 91 to 100 percent. On average, the vehicle usage rates for weekdays,
weeknights, and weekends are 70, 67, and 97 percent, respectively. This shows that Zipcar's
vehicle fleet is almost fully utilized during weekends. In fact, the difficulty of finding a car-share
vehicle during the weekend often causes users, like me, to make a subway or bus trip to the location
of an available vehicle. Figure II-2 depicts the usage patterns by location. During weekdays, Zipcar
was highly utilized in business districts like lower Manhattan while resident areas such as in the
outer-boroughs and Hoboken/Jersey City display high weeknights' usage.
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Figure II-2 Zipcar inventory and its utilization patterns in different time periods

I used Census tract-level socio-demographic characteristics from the U.S. Census Bureau since the
socio-demographic characteristics of Zipcar members are not available. The Census data was used
to test how overall neighborhood characteristics are associated with car-sharing usage patterns. I
explored two different Census data sources: 2007-11 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-year
estimates 1 and 2011 Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD). Even though

1

Although Census Block Group (CBG) level, a smaller boundary than Census Tract (CT), is available from 2007-11 ACS, I use
CT thanks to its higher reliability than CBG. Relatively smaller sample size for ACS compared to its equivalent decennial Census
long-form samples (no longer available since 2000 Census) could affect the reliability of CBG estimates that shows high margin
of error.
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workplace-based employment estimates are available in ACS, I preferred LEHD to ACS because
its estimates look better than ACS, especially for smaller geographic levels like census tracts.
Census develops its 5-year ACS estimates by pooling the survey responses of five consecutive
annual surveys, each of which, according to Census Bureau, interviews around 1.5 percent of US
households. The LEHD is a synthetic dataset produced using actual employment data from the
Department of Labor's Quarterly Census of Employment and Wages database.
This study used census tracts as an analysis unit instead of individual Zipcar locations for several
reasons. First, a census tract typically represents a neighborhood boundary and is widely employed
in the literature. Second, the area of most NYC census tracts is smaller than 0.1 square miles (about
2-3 minutes walking distance), implying that any Zipcar parking lots are easily accessible from
anywhere within a census tract. More importantly, using census tract-level data analysis would
minimize any probable misrepresentation given different vehicle units available by lots compared
to the parking lot level. The smaller the unit size (a denominator) is, the higher the deviation is
likely to be. In the original parking lot-level dataset, 81 parking lots (out of 358) contained only
two vehicles, and 56 parking lots had only three vehicles. Aggregating Zipcar vehicle data to the
census tract level increased the numbers of analysis units with two or three vehicles to 38 and 23,
respectively, in the final census tract level dataset.
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Table II-2 Distribution of Zipcar utilization rates in each data collection period

weekday 1

Census
Tracts
247

0.67

Mean; 90% CI:
Lower Limit
0.638

weekday 2

247

0.71

0.681

0.745

0.26

weekday 3

247

0.71

0.685

0.745

0.24

weekday 4

247

0.69

0.656

0.718

0.25

weekday 5

247

0.72

0.694

0.754

0.24

weekday 6

247

0.69

0.667

0.719

0.21

weekday 7

247

0.69

0.661

0.721

0.24

weekday 8

247

0.69

0.662

0.724

0.25

0.70

0.683

0.713

0.14

Time Periods

Weekday Average

Mean

Mean; 90% CI:
Upper Limit
0.697

Std.
Dev.
0.24

weeknight 1

247

0.68

0.651

0.712

0.25

weeknight 2

247

0.63

0.598

0.664

0.26

weeknight 3

247

0.66

0.634

0.695

0.24

weeknight 4

247

0.70

0.673

0.735

0.25

0.67

0.654

0.686

0.16

Weeknight Average
weekend 1

247

0.97

0.959

0.984

0.10

weekend 2

247

1.00

1.000

1.000

0.00

weekend 3

247

0.91

0.888

0.931

0.17

weekend 4

247

1.00

0.993

1.000

0.03

weekend 5

247

0.97

0.963

0.982

0.08

weekend 6

247

0.97

0.956

0.983

0.11

weekend 7

247

0.99

0.988

0.998

0.04

0.97

0.968

0.978

0.04

Weekend Average

4. MODEL DEVELOPMENT
The primary purpose of this study is to examine how a neighborhood's land use and sociodemographics affect car-sharing usage patterns. As seen in

Table II-1 and Figure II-2, Zipcar vehicles are not equally distributed, geographically, across NYC.
Slightly over 200 vehicles, out of 1,993, were located in Queens, Bronx, and non-downtown
Brooklyn. A relatively high portion of the low-income population resides in areas with limited
access to Zipcar vehicles. Although the number of Zipcar locations and vehicle units are small in
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these neighborhoods, the data is useful in testing if car-sharing usage differs by neighborhood
characteristics.
In transportation planning and policy, issues related to the low-income have been an important part
of the transportation agenda for decades. The term, Environmental Justice (EJ), which refers to
minority and low-income populations (U.S. DOT 1997; Forkenbrock & Schweitzer 1999), has
variation in how the metrics are defined and applied by region and city, i.e., no concrete definition.
I identified census tracts as Environmental Justice Neighborhoods (EJNs) based upon New York
City Housing Authority (NYCHA) 's public housing program income limit for FY2012, using a
combination of median family income (MFI) and household size. I labeled EJN if ACS estimates
are lower than NYCHA's limit.
Table II-3 Descriptive statistics for Zipcar utilization rates and ACS estimates
Variables

Obs.

Mean

Std. Dev.

Min

Max

247
247
247

0.70
0.67
0.97

0.14
0.16
0.04

0.19
0.13
0.62

1.00
1.00
1.00

# of Parking Lots / Census Tract (Zipcar)
# of Cars / Census Tract (Zipcar)
# of Economy Cars / Census Tract (Zipcar)

247
247
247

1.4
8.1
5.4

0.8
5.6
3.7

1
1
0

6
26
20

# of Standard Cars / Census Tract (Zipcar)

247

1.3

1.5

0

8

# of Luxury Cars / Census Tract (Zipcar)
EJ Neighborhoods* (ACS)
Percent of Auto Commute (ACS)
Percent of Public Transport Commute (ACS)

247
247
247
247

1.4
0.27
12.6
60.2

1.7
0.44
8.7
13.4

0
0
0
22.5

9
1
48.5
90.0

Percent of White Population (ACS)
Population (ACS)
Jobs in Workplace (LEHD)
Bronx
Queens
Brooklyn
Hudson (Jersey City+Hoboken)

247
247
247
247
247
247
247

22.3
4,963
6,867
0.06
0.23
0.11
0.05

6.6
2,805
12,246
0.25
0.42
0.31
0.22

0.8
157
31
0
0
0
0

54.0
17,224
67,810
1
1
1
1

247
247

75,275
32.9

38,805
7.22

14,191
20.2

205,192
63.4

Dependent variables
Usage Rate – Weekdays (Zipcar)
Usage Rate – Weeknights (Zipcar)
Usage Rate – Weekends (Zipcar)
Independent variables

Variables excluded due to correlation with EJN.
Median Household Income (ACS)
Travel Time (ACS)
Sources:
- (Zipcar) Zipcar data (http://www.zipcar.com/)
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- (ACS) 2007-2011American Community Survey
(LEHD)
2011
Longitudinal
Employer-Household
Dynamics
(LEHD),
U.S.
Census
OnTheMap
(http://onthemap.ces.census.gov/)
* 66 census tracts (with 394 cars) are located in EJ neighborhoods while 181 tracts (with 1,599 cars) are in non-EJ
neighborhoods; The ratios of vehicles per census tract are 6.0 and 8.8, respectively.

Table II-3 shows the descriptive statistics of variables used in the development of multivariate
regression models. A usage rates model was estimated for each of the three-time periods: weekdays,
weeknights, and weekends. Socioeconomic and demographic, land use, and Zipcar-related
variables were selected to determine how neighborhood characteristics affect Zipcar usage patterns.
On average, 1.4 Zipcar parking lots and about 8.1 Zipcar vehicles (5.4 economy vehicles, 1.3
standard vehicles, and 1.4 luxury vehicles) are present per census tract where at least a single
Zipcar vehicle is located. The number of standard vehicles and the number of luxury vehicles were
to test their relative attractiveness over economy vehicles. I hypothesized that luxury vehicles are
less attractive than economy vehicles during weekdays and weeknights due to their high rental
price. I also hypothesized that standard (midsize) vehicles like SUVs, minivans, and trucks are
preferred to make major shopping purchases over economy vehicles during weeknights when
discounted renting rates are available. There were 66 tracts (26.7 percent) out of 247 that were
identified as EJNs, and a total of 272 Zipcar vehicles are located in these areas. New York City
residents in areas where Zipcar are available spend 32.9 minutes for commuting, and 60.2 percent
use public transportation as their primary commute mode. The proportion of walk commutes is
also high at 17.4 percent, followed by 12.6 percent of commutes by either drive-alone or carpool.
The rate of auto commuting goes up to 48.5 percent in a census tract in Flatbush, Brooklyn, where
poor public services are available.
In my study area, the average resident population per census tract is about 5,000. Daytime
populations (in-commuters plus the remaining resident population) are even larger than nighttime
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populations (generally, only the resident population). This is not surprising in NYC, where a large
number of suburban commuters commute in and out during the workweek. The study area is not
white-dominant, representing only a little less than one-quarter of the population. The average
number of jobs in a census tract is 6,867, but the number goes up to 67,810, which is about 3.5
times higher than the maximum resident population (17,224). The median household income is
around $75,000. However, it ranges from less than $15,000 to over $200,000. Some independent
variables were correlated with other vital variables. For instance, the number of total cars per
census tract is positively correlated with parking lots, economy cars, standard cars, and luxury cars.
The high correlation is not surprising in that Zipcar must have their vehicle dispatch strategy,
possibly based on the neighborhood's land use, demographic characteristics, and the geographic
distribution of different vehicle types to maximize revenue. The majority of Zipcar vehicles are
economy vehicles; thus, its correlation with the total number of vehicles is expected.
To avoid multicollinearity, I developed three main models for each time period: one with the number
of parking lots and standard and luxury vehicles, the second with the number of total vehicles, and
the last with the number of economy vehicles. Besides, I developed a model using only Zipcarrelated variables. The first model is a base model to test the impact of the number of parking lots and
the relative attractiveness of the standard and luxury vehicles over the economic ones. The second
model is to see the relative leverage of total vehicles over the number of parking lots. The number
of standard vehicles and the number of luxury vehicles were not included due to its high correlation
with total vehicles. The third model estimates the impact of economy vehicles (compared to other
vehicle types) on Zipcar vehicle usage. The additional model is to see how Zipcar locations and
vehicle types affect usage patterns by controlling neighborhood characteristics. In the end, median
household income and travel time were excluded due to their high correlation with these critical
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variables: EJ neighborhoods, percent of public transportation commuters, and the number of jobs.
For instance, the correlation between EJ neighborhoods and the natural log of median household
income is -0.79, implying that higher median household income neighborhoods are less likely to be
EJ neighborhoods.

Table II-4 shows the output of these correlation tests. Finally, a regression

model has 15 independent variables, including five dummies: four for counties and one for EJN.
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Table II-4 Correlation Test for Variables
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Dependent Variables
Usage Rate - Weekdays
Usage Rate - Weeknights
Usage Rate - Weekends
Independent Variables
No. of Parking Lots
No. of Total Cars
No. of Economy Cars
No. of Standard Cars
No. of Luxury Cars
EJ Neighborhoods
% of Car Commute
% of Public Transportation
% of White Pop
Log (pop)
Log (Jobs in Work Place)
Bronx
Brooklyn
Queens
Hudson
Not included in a final model
Log (Median HH Income)
Travel Time

No.
Parking
Lots

No.
No.
Economy Standard
Cars
Cars

No.
Luxury
Cars

URate Wkdays

URate –
Wknights

URate Wkends

1
0.498
0.171

1
-0.059

1

-0.029
0.189
0.123
0.245
0.147
-0.092
-0.156
0.084
-0.001
0.063
-0.024
-0.094
0
0.015
-0.152

-0.086
0.065
0.049
0.136
-0.01
0.174
0.159
0.221
0.084
0.1
-0.315
0.037
0.043
0.189
0.038

0.166
0.179
0.149
0.118
0.169
-0.222
-0.413
-0.019
-0.163
0.273
0.174
-0.28
0.01
-0.33
0.057

1
0.599
0.571
0.351
0.444
-0.235
-0.117
-0.117
-0.08
0.115
0.27
-0.133
-0.103
-0.104
0.089

1
0.922
0.704
0.706
-0.226
-0.192
-0.015
-0.112
0.064
0.066
-0.223
0.14
-0.139
-0.094

1
0.494
0.462
-0.214
-0.131
0.045
-0.111
0.061
0.013
-0.215
0.161
-0.078
-0.09

1
0.396
-0.058
-0.079
-0.03
-0.095
0.031
-0.04
-0.153
0.169
-0.131
-0.058

1
-0.236
-0.284
-0.123
-0.047
0.054
0.226
-0.141
-0.031
-0.176
-0.065

1
0.143
0.175
0.255
0.048
-0.306
0.362
0.023
-0.036
-0.137

1
-0.063
0.18
-0.157
-0.358
0.211
0.141
0.373
0.273

1
-0.082
0.031
-0.424
0.097
0.193
0.168
0.025

1
0.051
0.001
0.088
-0.019
0.045
-0.104

1
-0.094
-0.128
-0.189
-0.097
-0.058

0.092
-0.044

-0.167
0.316

0.332
-0.38

0.332
-0.204

0.226
-0.051

-0.224
-0.051

0.023
-0.054

0.245
-0.232

-0.789
0.322

-0.221
0.49

-0.276
0.564

-0.234
-0.008

0.021
-0.086

No. Total
Cars

EJ NHoods % DAlone % PTranp

% White
Pop

log( Pop) log (Jobs)

Bronx

BKlyn

Queens

Hudson

1
-0.185
-0.319
-0.102
-0.02

1
-0.143
-0.092
-0.06

1
-0.19
-0.122

1
-0.079

1

0.428
-0.579

-0.384
0.25

-0.089
0.302

-0.111
0.302

0.195
0.102

Log (med
HH
Income)

1
-0.446

Travel
Time

1

Table II-5 Regression Models for Car Utilization Rate
Weekdays

Weeknights

Weekends

VARIABLES
M1
Number of Parking Lots

M2

M3

-0.033**

Number of Total Cars

M4

M5

-0.032**

-0.018

0.004**

Number of Economy Cars

M6

M7

M8

M9

-0.029**

0.002

0.004**
0.003

M10

M11

M12
0.006

0.000
0.004

0.000
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Number of Standard (Midsize) Cars

0.027***

0.025***

0.018**

0.021***

0.001

0.001

Number of Luxury Cars

0.006

0.010*

0.008

-0.002

-0.001

0.003

Marginalized (EJ) Neighborhoods

-0.044*

-0.032

-0.037

0.034

0.042*

0.039

-0.011*

-0.011*

-0.011*

% of Auto Commute

-0.001

-0.002

-0.002

0.000

-0.000

-0.000

-0.001***

-0.001***

-0.001***

% of Public Transportation Commute

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.000

0.000

0.000

% of White Population

0.001

0.001

0.001

0.002

0.002

0.002

-0.000

-0.000

-0.000

ln_pop (residence)

0.006

0.000

0.001

0.022

0.019

0.019

0.014***

0.014***

0.014***

ln_workers (workplace)

-0.004

-0.009

-0.009

-0.020**

-0.022*** -0.022***

0.001

0.002

0.002

Bronx

-0.020

-0.028

-0.034

0.004

0.002

-0.002

-0.027**

-0.027**

-0.027**

Brooklyn

-0.031

-0.023

-0.021

-0.004

-0.001

0.001

0.005

0.005

0.005

Queens

0.010

0.009

0.003

0.096**

0.095**

0.091**

-0.030***

-0.030***

-0.030***

Hudson

-0.079

-0.087*

-0.092*

0.067

0.065

0.069

0.020

0.020

0.020

Constant

0.628

0.699

0.716

0.500

0.539

0.554

0.868

0.867

0.867

Observations

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

247

0.095

0.045

0.030

0.143

0.133

0.122

0.291

0.296

0.296

Adj R-squared
Unit of Analysis: Census Tract
Base Models: M1, M5, M9.
*** Significant level; p<0.01.,
** Significant level; p<0.05.
* Significant level; p<0.1.

0.698
0.075

0.689
0.028

0.959
0.028

5. RESULTS: DOES NEIGHBORHOOD MATTER?
The outputs of multivariate regression models disclosed many attractive signs (see
Table II-5). The estimated coefficients for the models of each time period show similar directional
impacts, statistical significance, and adjusted r-squared, implying that my results are robust. For
instance, the weekday models, M1 to M3, suggest a negative relationship between EJ
neighborhoods and vehicle usage rates. The relationship is positive for weeknight models M5 to
M7. The pattern of r-squared is also alike. For weekdays, the adjusted r-squared is 0.095, 0.045,
and 0.03 for M1, M2, and M3, respectively. It is 0.143, 0.133, and 0.122 for weeknight models M5
to M7. By definition, the adjusted r-squared of 0.143 means that the model with those independent
variables can account for 14.3 percent of the usage rate variance.
Models M1, M4, M5, M8, M9, and M12, which estimate the impacts of parking lots and the
number of standard and luxury vehicles, suggest locating more Zipcar locations in the census tract
not affect the vehicle usage rate. The statistical significance is evident for weekdays and
weeknights. The number of total vehicles has a positive relationship with weekday and weeknight
usage rates (see coefficients in models M2 and M6). It implies an increasing number of car-share
vehicles in a neighborhood will increase the usage rate. Compared to the findings from models
with parking lots, the output indicates that the number of vehicles contributes to higher usage than
the number of Zipcar locations. The number of economy vehicles is estimated to affect usage rates
positively, but the impact is not statistically significant according to models M3, M7 and M11.
Additionally, the number of standard vehicles had a large effect on weekday and weeknight vehicle
usage rates. The direction and magnitude of the estimated coefficient are similar for the models
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with and without neighborhood characteristics, implying a robust relationship. The result indicates
that locating one more standard vehicle would increase usage rates by 2.7 percentage points for
weekdays and 1.8 percentage points for weeknights. This significance confirmed the utility of
spacious vehicles such as SOVs, minivans, and trucks for non-routine trips like major purchase
shopping or group transportation. No significance was found for weekends. It mainly resulted from
the high weekend utilization rate, 97 percent on average, making it difficult to distinguish the
impacts by different types of vehicles. For luxury vehicles, it is relatively used a little more than
economy vehicles for weekdays if controlling for the neighborhoods' impacts; however, there is
no significance found for any time periods if including neighborhood impacts.
The car-share vehicles were less used in EJ neighborhoods during weekdays and weekends. The
weeknight models tell a different story as vehicles are more utilized in EJ neighborhoods by 3.4 to
4.2 percent compared to the non-EJ neighborhoods. M6, in particular, discloses this statistically
significant relationship. The appropriate interpretation of these results should be linked to an
affordability issue given the rental rates (see Table II-1) for residents in EJ neighborhoods. In other
words, the discounted rental price matters for users who take advantage of special pricing for their
non-routine but necessary trips to meet their accessibility needs.
The shares of auto and public transportation commuters had no statistically significant impact on
vehicle usage. Yet, the neighborhoods with a high proportion of auto commuters are negatively
associated with car-share vehicle usage, while the opposite is true in neighborhoods with a high
share of public transportation commuters. The sign of a below-than-average usage for the auto
commute variable implies that Zipcar is more likely to be used in neighborhoods in Manhattan and
downtown Brooklyn where auto–commuting and ownership is discouraged. In other words, Zipcar
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seems more likely to be used in neighborhoods where convenient public transportation access is
available. The result hints that Zipcar is more utilized in neighborhoods with a greater share of
White residents during weekdays and weekends. However, this is not statistically significant. The
negative sign for the weekend models challenges an existing view that young, white, and middleincomer persons are the typical users of car-share services (Cevero 2007; CityCar-share 2005; and
TCRP 2005). That is, car-sharing can be successfully implemented in the non-White dominant
neighborhoods. However, remember that this study is based on the Census data, not the Zipcar
member demographics information. Therefore, it is possible that the real Zipcar members are the
young and White, who are the new residents of gentrifying neighborhoods in which a large portion
of low-income populations still reside.
The coefficients for the resident population and the total number of jobs suggest that Zipcar, and
possibly car-sharing in general, is utilized more in neighborhoods with high residential density for
weekend use and less in neighborhoods with high job density weeknights. It hints at futuredecision making when it comes to locating the car-share vehicles. In general, I found no
statistically different usage patterns in the NYC area. The exceptions include Hudson County for
weekdays, Queens for weeknights and weekends, and the Bronx for the weekend. According to
the results in M1, M5, and M9, Zipcar is utilized more-than-average in Queens by 9.6 percent for
weeknights but less-than-average by 3.0 percent for weekends. The weekend usage is also low in
the Bronx by 2.7 percent. This supports my argument that mobility demand outside Manhattan,
where auto trips are often required, is significant. Many residents, who cannot afford to car-share
at economy rates, would use a car-sharing program with a discounted charge. I do not find any
statistically significant difference in Brooklyn and Hudson counties where the Zipcars are mostly
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located near or in high-rise residential building parking lots for middle-income populations.
6. DISCUSSION: WHAT CAN WE LEARN FROM ZIPCAR'S USAGE PATTERN IN NYC
There is no question that car-sharing is an alternative for mobility improvement. However, there
has been little discussion on how existing programs have been implemented outside of the business
context (i.e., increased vehicles and memberships) instead of the actual operation perspective.
Lorimier and El-Geneidy (2013) investigated a similar study with a rich dataset from Communauto
in Montreal. With actual company data, they explored what factors influence vehicle usage (the
number of hours-reserved by the vehicle per month). Unlike this study that looked into the
neighborhood level, they developed monthly usage models for both vehicle and station levels in
functions of station characteristics (e.g., the numbers of vehicles, vehicles with child seats, and
vehicles with air conditioning, and the average age of vehicles); other alternate mobility
characteristics (e.g., additional car-shared vehicle availability in nearby parking lots and the
number of accessible metro stations); and neighborhood characteristics (e.g., member density,
average neighborhood income around the station, and the number of big box and employments
that are reachable within 30 minutes driving). Their results depict that the number of vehicles,
access to the metro stations, member density, and the number of reachable big box stores are
positively related to the usage. However, they did not compare vehicles' relative attractiveness by
different types, rental price incentives, and low-income neighborhoods in different time periods.
In this regard, this study provides meaningful contributions to the literature, which will appeal to
various interest groups, including car-sharing providers, potential users, transportation planners,
and government officials. First, this study's primary finding shows that car-sharing demand in
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relatively low-income neighborhoods does not differ from typical car-sharing locations. What
matters is affordability. Thus, there is no reason not to consider new services or expanding existing
service boundaries to the outer boroughs in the future. However, rental prices should be relatively
low or subsidized if possible. Different rental prices by neighborhood can be a feasible option.
Second, given high demands for standard vehicles, the operators should consider acquiring more
standard vehicles for future vehicle dispatch. The importance of vehicle units over the number of
parking lots is another lesson if vehicles are accessible within walking-distances.
This study also calls for careful decision-making for future users; particularly, existing car owners
who consider eliminating their vehicles. No doubt that the attractiveness of its economic soundness,
energy efficiency, and environment-friendliness appeal. However, they should realize that the
shared vehicles are not always available, especially rough on weekends (where the average usage
rate is 97 percent) unless booked earlier. The trend may change since competition among Zipcars,
Hertz 24/7, and Enterprise Car-share will increase the overall vehicle stocks. There is no guarantee
because maximizing revenue, an essential goal for commercial entities may result in a similar
vehicle inventory management. Hence, those car owners who consider carsharing should consider
their existing and future mobility patterns before joining the membership.
Like many other cities, the NYC government became aware of carsharing benefits for their policy
purposes, i.e., congestion and parking management. On top of the pro-carsharing policy of
consuming commercial car-shared vehicles for official use and various land use policy, NYC stated
a grandiose idea of the citywide carsharing plan in PlaNYC 2011. Unfortunately, the plan was
removed in PlaNYC 2014 under the new Mayor. Perhaps, numerous obstacles resulted in this
removal; for instance, who will be responsible for operating the service? City’s agency? or public37

private partnership entity (with existing programs or new start-ups)? And if concretely formulated,
what hourly or daily rate (for the weekend) should it be? Regardless of how harsh circumstances
the City officials have faced, the program should be seen not as another vehicle on the street but
as an inclusive planning tool to provide a mobility option for those in need.
Although this paper contributes to carsharing literature, it includes some limitations. My data is
not a raw usage log; instead, it is manually collected data for three-hour availability periods on
randomly selected days and time periods. It also consists of uneven time-period collections (eight
weekdays, four weeknights, and seven weekend days). As discussed and shown in the table above,
data representation looks good, but I acknowledge that the possibility of misrepresentation is still
open. Second, this study failed to include actual membership information like family income,
employment status, race, and other socio-demographic characteristics. The model fits might be
increased if with actual members’ demographic data. Nevertheless, the current results, telling that
the combined independent variables account for around 10 to 29 percent of the base models'
variation in usage rates, are still trustworthy in socio-demographic studies. Also, including the
number of driver license holders may improve the model fit, which I could only find at the county
level (available at the New York State Department of Motor Vehicles). More importantly, this study
is not based on a preference survey, which can offer more spaces for future planning and policy
application by asking questions like desired hourly rates, primary purposes of renting car-shared
vehicles, and others.
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CHAPTER THREE
The Impact of Hudson-Bergen Light Rail on Residential Property Appreciation
1. INTRODUCTION
Even before the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail line (HBLR) began operation in 2000, a debate was
underway in the U.S. that weighed in on the advantages and disadvantages of investment in light
rail systems. Listed advantages were reduced pollution, congestion, and energy consumption levels
along with more compact economic development. The prime disadvantage was the size of annual
government subsidies required to underwrite such projects that appeared to benefit a relative few.
Nevertheless, rising environmental awareness, skyrocketing real prices of gasoline and diesel fuel
due to oil shocks of the 1970s, local bonds, and federal and state transportation capital funding
enabled several new light rail transits (LRT) in the U.S. Admittedly, enhancing economic
development around light-rail stations was another substantial bullet point to booster LRT (Garrett,
2004). METRORail in Houston, Hiawatha light rail in Minneapolis, Lynx in Charlotte RiverLine
in southern New Jersey connecting Trenton and Camden, and HBLR, for example, were planned
and opened during an LRT revival.
Despite the surge in new LRT facilities, naysayers did not let up. They subsequently pointed to
higher-than-expected construction costs, low ridership, and the slow progress of development near
LRT stations. Supporters noted that LRT is believed to be a more sustainable transportation option
vis-à-vis highway-oriented infrastructure investment, and economic development near transit
stations was never expected to be quick. However, both groups agree that one aspect of economic
development should be fairly fast, i.e., residential properties near transit stations should appreciate
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in value. This is because they should capitalize immediately on their new-found accessibility,
perhaps even speculatively, before the transportation investment operates. The Alonso–Wingo
model, purported by planners and developers alike, suggests when transit lowers commuting costs,
property values should rise throughout transit’s urban reach. The underlying assumption for higher
property values is that the rail system must reduce commuting costs, either in the form of perceived
total transit time or monetary costs.
In the wake of Alonso’s 1964 book, many studies were undertaken, valuating properties along with
new commuter and heavy rails. A few studies have found mixed, no, or negative impacts on rail
transit property values (Dornbush, 1975; Armstrong, 1994; Bowes and Ihlanfeldt, 2001). They
generally found that properties proximate to the rail stations owned a property value premium
(Graybeal and Gifford, 1968; Boyce, 1972; Lee, 1973; Dewees, 1976; Damm et al., 1980; Baijic,
1983). Some recognized that businesses are even more likely to enjoy the accessibility gain than
households (Weinstein and Clower, 1999; Cervero and Duncan, 2002 Debrezion G et al., 2007).
These findings were no real surprise, for historically, rail had altered both the nature of urban
systems and the internal structural form of cities from its infancy (Jackson, 1985; Xie and Levinson,
2010). Admittedly, accessibility gains cannot be identical among different rail types (i.e.,
commuter rail, subway, light rail, and others) due to the dissimilar magnitude of their accessibilities.
Relatively lower speeds realized by LRT service compared to other forms of commuting are
expected to result in lower rates of appreciation for residential properties than obtained via other
forms of transportation. Still, home price rises are expected.
When it comes to property appreciation, it is clear that multifarious factors, not just rail alone, are
involved. Land use controls and economic growth independent of the rail network can influence
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land-market responses (Knight and Trygg, 1977). Over time, therefore, the burgeoning literature
on housing hedonics has attempted to evaluate or control for many items that could affect
properties’ values such as tax payments; proximity to recreational amenities, quality schools, retail
establishments, and churches; and even proximity to “bads” such as nuclear electricity generation
stations, brownfields, and superfund sites. As early as Graybeal and Gifford (1968), analysts
formally recognized in the hedonic analysis that highways and automobiles combined are, after
all, a prime competitor to rail, so that properties can also capitalize on accessibility enabled by
them (Voith, 1993). Admittedly, being too close to a major road also can engage some negative
externalities. In general, however, the increasing density of U.S. highway networks has lowered
the marginal value of accessibility through reduced road transportation costs (Fernald, 1999).
Indeed, the marginal value has been asymptotically approaching negligible levels (Giuliano 1989;
Glaeser and Kohlhase, 2004). Consequently, as highways' density has increased, the value of
moves (relocations) for each household to exploit transportation cost reduction has declined,
perhaps to the point that it no longer overcomes the friction of moving to improve workplace
accessibility alone.
In light of the capitalization impact from new LRT investment, Hudson County, New Jersey may
be an ideal setting to evaluate the ability of properties to capitalize on their proximities to a light
rail station. First, the road network in Hudson County was largely built decades ago: and only
minor repairs and realignments have been made since plans for the HBLR were announced.
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Figure III-1 Effect of Reduced Transportation Costs on Property Values

Hence, the effect of highway accessibility on recent property prices should be negligible. Insofar
as accessibility’s impact on property prices is concerned, only recent transit investment (opened
since about 2000) should reveal itself as important. Second, HBLR provides a new public
transportation link to Jersey City’s newly developed waterfront central business district (hereafter,
JCCBD waterfront), where direct transit connections exist between New Jersey and New York City
(NYC) as well. Thus, according to the Alonso-Wingo model, new accessibility gains due to the
presence of the HBLR should raise bid-rents around HBLR stations. In particular, the price effect
is likely to be most significant (for a fixed quantity of property) as properties distant from the CBD
(Figure III-1 Effect of Reduced Transportation Costs on Property Values demonstrates this
relationship). In reality, however, the accessibility gain cannot simply be justified by distance.
Actual accessibility is not justified by distance but rather by net gains in transit time for residents’
everyday trips. Regardless, people who prefer the HBLR to other forms of travel should want to
live close to its transit stops. In this vein, Alonso-Wingo's theory suggests these transit-preferring
residents will pay a premium for this prospect up to some amount less than the life-time savings
(in terms of actual transportation expenses and the opportunity value of their time) that they will
enjoy at the location. Thus, the HBLR is likely to be capitalized in the real estate market.
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In this paper, we strictly report the effect of the HBLR that has had on residential (one to four units)
properties sold at least twice between 1991 and 2009. We initially assumed that properties near
three HBLR stations (called urban commuting stations here) farthest from the JCCBD waterfront
gain the most significant benefits. We realized the relative magnitude of accessibility gains will be
different throughout the HBLR service areas due to dissimilar existing public transportation
options and dissimilarities in the percentage change due to improved accessibility. In particular,
the northern part of Hudson County, which has good bus connections to Manhattan (the regional
job hub), is expected to experience lower service gains than other county areas. Thus, we
hypothesized that net accessibility gains are likely to be higher when costs are reduced due to
longer distances traveled and when existing public transportation options are less abundant. Hence,
we tested how the impacts of the HBLR differ by station. Because the analysis is performed on
price changes between the first and second (most recent) sales at any time during the period, we
also investigate multiple ways to put the sales prices into constant (real) monetary terms.
Section 2 describes the HBLR’s progressive development, current ridership trends, pre-HBLR
accessibility, and socio-demographic characteristics of HBLR service areas. We believe this all
helps the reader understand the magnitude of relative accessibility gains made possible by the
HBLR. We then review the literature on the effect of LRT on property values to further develop
research hypotheses already briefly touched upon. This is followed by a discussion of the study
dataset and the approach used to perform the analysis. A section presenting and discussing our
findings follows, including comparative analyses to prior studies. We conclude with a summary of
findings, policy implications for LRT, and suggestions for further research.
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2. DESCRIPTION OF THE HBLR AND ITS SERVICE AREA
As planned in 1984, the HBLR was to regenerate Hudson County’s economy by improving transit
accessibility in which the highway and street network had dominated. The $2.2 billion LRT project
was executed in 1996 with a design/build/operate/maintain contract via public and private
partnership forged between the Washington Group International and New Jersey Transit. The
first phase of a 9.5 mile (15.2 km) segment extended from Exchange Place south as far as to 34 th
Street in Bayonne and southwest to West Side Avenue in Jersey City in 2000 (two lines share a
track between a Liberty State Park station and Newport station in Jersey City; see Figure III-2
Study Areas (Seven Municipalities along HBLR)). Extensions northward to the waterfront at
Newport station followed in 2001, and another north to NJ Transit’s Hoboken Terminal in 2002.
In 2003, the line extended south to 22nd Street in Bayonne. The following year, it extended even
farther northward to Lincoln Harbor in Weehawken. Port Imperial in Weehawken, Bergenline
Avenue in Union City, and Tonnelle Avenue in North Bergen were added in 2006. The most recent
extension was completed in 2011, adding 8th Ave in Bayonne. As of January 2011, the HBLR is
20.6 miles (33.2 km) long and serves seven municipalities via 24 stations along the Hudson River
waterfront, as Figure III-2 shows. Today, the HBLR operates as a "proof-of-payment" fare
collection system. A $100 fine is applied for failure to show a ticket upon official request. A oneway adult fare is $2.10, and an unlimited monthly pass is $64. The HBLR shuts down daily from
2 AM to 5 AM. It has peak headways of about 5 minutes, but they are relaxed to as much as 10
minutes during off-peak hours. During peak hours, the occasional express train service operates
between Bayonne and Hoboken Terminal.
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Figure III-2 Study Areas (Seven Municipalities along HBLR)

Table III-1 presents the average daily boardings since its inception. Newport, Hoboken, Exchange
Place, and Harborside stations are defined here as within the JCCBD waterfront, where a
professional and financial industry cluster developed starting in the 1980s, due in part to fairly
direct access to both Downtown and Midtown Manhattan through the Port Authority Trans-Hudson
(PATH) train. It also includes one outlier station – Liberty State Park. This station is essentially a
feeder for a tourist venue. It is home of a science museum primarily visited by student groups,
yields access to Ellis Island, and is the base of operation for ferries that run to the Statue of Liberty.
Also, the generous parking at the station makes it a natural HBLR collection point for CBD and
Manhattan workers who live southwest of the county. The stations that follow represent extreme
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ends of the HBLR: Bergenline Ave, West Side Avenue, 22nd Street, and 34th Street.
Table III-1 HBLR Daily Average Boardings since its Operation to 2009
2008 Ranks

Stations

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21

Newport
Hoboken
Exchange Place
Bergenline Avenue
Liberty State Park*
9th Street
22nd Street*
West Side Avenue*
34th Street*
Harborside
Essex Street
MLK Drive
Tonnelle Avenue*
Harsimus
2nd Street
Port Imperial
Jersey Avenue
45th Street
Danforth Avenue
Lincoln Harbor
Garfield Avenue

22
23

Richard Street
Marin Boulevard
All Stations
Source: NJ Transit
* Parking lot is available.

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

411

2,725

1,453 2,302 2,641

2,885
1,931
2,806

2,625
2,391
2,584

2,997
3,710
2,853

618

1,390 2,048

2,071

1,852

204
638

368
935
338
107
233

613
1,266
958
499
408

771
1,211
1,363
915
444

468
711
955
1,142
665
464

1,913
620
1,141
870
907
1,219
763
612

61

195

285

330

453
196

56
291
135

113
449
223

139
557
331

146
500
350

184
496
372

58

120

190

222

237

390
611
480
305
328

3,256
4,707
3,092
1,413
1,808
923
1,313
931
948
1,222
766
640
608
519
325
417
409
607
483
491
380

4,825
5,048
4,196
2,125
2,450
1,812
1,748
1,342
1,236
1,609
991
882
873
756
739
618
610
804
657
821
491

5,447
5,381
4,830
2,641
2,725
2,193
1,811
1,634
1,495
1,726
1,153
1,037
995
793
854
784
698
824
719
890
589

5,824
5,830
4,997
2,872
2,771
2,427
1,995
1,693
1,720
1,801
1,159
1,109
1,071
918
924
840
810
903
773
878
684

234
266
16,400

274
350
16,100

345
337
21,050

336
256
25,850

439
328
35,400

499
382
40,100

552
449
43,000

68
109

71
131
232
99
169
248
3,800 7,350 13,050

The municipalities served via HBLR have rather diverse local characteristics. Distinct socioeconomic and socio-demographic characteristics and dissimilar existing accessibility with public
transportation may influence an HBLR ridership propensity; thereby, produce different
accessibility gains capitalized in property values. To better recognize these local circumstances,
three political and demographic groups can roughly be categorized: Jersey City/Hoboken,
Bayonne, and the cluster of northern municipalities. Like other Rustbelt cities, Jersey City
experienced a decline during the early 1960s. Since the 1990s, new commercial/office and luxury
residential developments in the JCCBD waterfront (near PATH stations; Pavonia-Newport and
Exchange Place) have occurred; there, residential property prices have been buoyed by their
accessibility to Manhattan. Areas beyond walking-distance to PATH stations have yet to partake
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in this revival, however. Investment in the HBLR was intended to stimulate the local economy by
enhancing accessibility to the JCCBD waterfront, particularly the county’s low-income
neighborhoods in inner Hudson County, which retain high shares of minority populations.
Hoboken is unique in the region because of its geographic and a long-established transportation
link to Manhattan. The Lincoln Tunnel, PATH, and ferries make that connection. Historically it is
a well-preserved urban ambiance with brownstone and brick residential buildings, various retail
stores, and numerous restaurants and bars that have made Hoboken an attractive residential
community for Manhattan-based workers. Additionally, similar to the JCCBD waterfront,
Hoboken’s waterfront has experienced a surge in luxury residential developments since the 1990s.
Moreover, young professionals who seek ready access to Manhattan’s many amenities but at a
lower housing price are particularly attracted to relocation to Hoboken. High and rising median
household income and a drop in the senior population share compared to the county- and stateaverage in Table III-2 underline this relatively recent trend.
Bayonne, located at the southern end of Hudson County’s peninsula, was home to a set of vibrant
refineries, ports, and rail yards prior to the Second World War. However, it ceased to be an
attractive location for business and residence even before a major naval terminal closed in 1995.
Due to its geographical isolation, transit accessibility to Manhattan prior to the HBLR had almost
always been inferior to that of the northern part of the county. According to the US Census Bureau’s
2005–2009 American Community Survey (ACS) 5-Year Estimates, Bayonne showed the county’s
highest share of the senior population (14.2%)
Finally, the northern municipality cluster includes Union City, North Bergen, and West New York,
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all of which have been immigrant communities since their foundation. The cluster comprises
neighborhoods with high percentages of foreign-born (mostly Hispanic) populations and high
shares of low-income households. As seen in Table III-2, about two-thirds of the cluster’s
population is Hispanic in ACS estimates (and has long been higher than the county’s average) with
a correspondingly lower median household income than other areas. It has easy access to the Port
Authority Bus Terminal (PABT) in Midtown Manhattan, thanks to the Lincoln Tunnel, which
maintains designated bus lanes during peak hours. Hence, this area’s accessibility gains from the
added presence of the HBLR may be lower than it is in other areas of the county where public
transportation options were more limited prior to the HBLR.
3. LITERATURE REVIEW AND RESEARCH HYPOTHESES
An extensive literature has formed on the effect of commuter and intercity rail on property values.
Much of it has been reviewed and summarized by various researchers (Knight and Trigg, 1977;
Huang, 1996; Ryan, 1999; Bartholomew and Ewing, 2011). Ryan (1999) tells future researchers
that, thanks to improved accessibility, property value changes tend to be captured when travel time
savings to existing commercial centers are present and accurately measured. For this reason, she
underlines the importance of connecting new tracks to existing commercial centers. Ultimately,
her point is that urban redevelopment can still be transit-oriented, but it seems to have fairly welldefined spatial limits, especially when dealing with rail.
While studies of commuter rail, in general, are relatively abundant on an international scale, those
of light rail are more limited in quantity. It is partly because many light rail systems had been put
in place since the first third of the 20th century. Interest in light rail has been renewed. Indeed, it is
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riding a wave of enthusiasm in the U.S. akin to the subway/commuter rail ‘boomlet’ of the early
1970s that brought MARTA to Atlanta, BART to the Bay Area, and the Metro to Washington, D.C.
The single thing that separates the current light-rail boom from the subway-building era of the
1970s is that transit systems are now being designed not only to move commuters but to drive and
shape urban (re)development. It underlines the importance of evaluating these systems' effect on
land values and the change in land uses near them.
The City of San Diego launched the first modern light-rail line in 1981 in the U.S. However, it was
only after Portland, Oregon, demonstrated how light rail could drive development patterns and
after Dallas showed that trains in less densely urbanized urban areas could attract solid ridership.
Since these early efforts, more cities have decided to seek their systems. The following light rail
systems have been evaluated: Metro of Buffalo, Metro of Houston, Hiawatha light rail in
Minnesota, Lynx in Charlotte, and DART in Dallas. To estimate the capacity of housing to
capitalize on proximity to transit, most researchers have examined various characteristics of the
property and the neighborhood that correlate with property prices. An essential set of variables
related to the property includes proximity to the LRT and competing modes of transportation. The
following subsections detail some theory and hypotheses behind variables of interest to the present
study.
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Table III-2 Socio-demographic characteristics (and changes in them) for HBLR municipalities
Primary Race; Percent¹
Hispanic or Latino
White (Black²)
(of any race)

Total
Population

Pop - 65 years
and over; Percent

2009

2009

1999

1989

2009

1999

1989

2009

1999

1989

2009

New Jersey
Hudson County

8,650,548
593,615

13.2
10.8

13.2
11.4

16.3
15.4

70.2
58.5

72.6
55.6

79.3
68.8

40.6

39.8

33.2

68,981 1.25
53,475 1.33

1.69
1.73

Hoboken
Jersey City

39,978
239,127

5.8
9.4

9.0
9.8

13.4
13.5

83.5 80.6
37.4 34.0
(27.1) (28.3)

79.0
48.2
(29.7)

27.9

20.1
28.3

30.1
24.2

101,782 1.63
54,280 1.43

2.92
1.87

Bayonne

58,004

14.2

16.6

22.1

72.0

78.6

90.4

53,587 1.29

1.68

North Bergen
55,715
14.2 13.8
18.4
72.2 67.2
Union City
62,629
11.7 10.0
12.2
71.2 58.4
West New York
46,058
12.4 12.7
16.8
65.1 60.1
Notes:
¹ As for brevity, over 20 percent cells for Race are only in display.
² Only Jersey City in our study area involves over 20 percent of Black Population.
³ The ratio is based on nominal Median Household Income (not CPI-adjusted).
Source: 1990 and 2000 Decennial Census & 2005-2009 ACS 5-Year Estimates

84.2
74.7
76.7

52,726 1.29
40,173 1.31
44,657 1.40

1.57
1.57
1.69

65.6
79.6
79.0

57.1
82.3
78.7

Med HH Income³

41.2
75.6
73.3

Increasing
from 1999

Ratio Increasing Ratio
from 1989
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3.1 Hedonic Distance Effects
In general, studies show that proximity to LRT stations tends to be more influential on property
value than any other characteristics of the properties or their neighborhoods. In essence, the
findings have been similar to those for commuter rail and recently débuted bus rapid transit (BRT).
An essential manner in which studies differ is the way they estimate rent surfaces near transit
stations. Two basic approaches have been employed: one estimates the average premium that
accrues to properties within some pre-specified distance of transit stations, and the other estimates
a property value gradient for properties that results from their relative proximities to transit stations.
In both cases, various distances between 0.25 miles (0.4 kilometers) to 1.25 miles (2.0 kilometers)
have been used.
When an average premium is estimated, the size of the pre-defined study area, a so-called “buffer
boundary,” can affect the magnitude of effects obtained (Dowall, 1980). If the distance selected is
larger than it actually is, estimates are downwardly biased; on the other hand, they are biased
upwardly when the distance selected is smaller than it actually is. Hence, in evaluating the same
station for the same transit line, two researchers could easily conclude differently about the
magnitude of transit capitalization by properties. The inability to address such bias lends the
gradient approach greater appeal. The approach also adheres more closely to Alonso-Wingo's
theory. In fact, armed with gradients and estimates of capitalized values immediate to the stations,
one could measure the aggregate capitalization premium over the entire service area of an LRT. To
do so, however, one must assume that the gradient is the same in all directions around each given
station and that it diminishes to no less than a zero value. Of course, Alonso-Wingo's theory
suggests such an assumption may not be so idealistic since the cost of transport to stations --in this
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case walking-- should be the same across stations. That said, this theory also asserts less
realistically that all commuters have the same preference set.
Very few studies of property values near LRT lines have opted to use the gradient approach (Chen,
Rufolo, and Dueker, 1998; Hess and Almeida, 2007; Goetz et al., 2008). These teams of researchers
have tended to estimate nonlinear gradients with quadratic terms rather than the negative
exponential gradient, typically used in the urban analysis of related concepts (Manson, 1981;
Breuckner, 1982). Quadratic functions, however, can undoubtedly approximate the negative
exponential distribution within the range of distances examined. By leaning on Li and Brown
(1980), Chen, Rufolo, and Dueker (1998) rationalized using something other than a negative
exponential decay function. Their implicit point for property values near LRT lines is that the LRTs
themselves could increase the production of public bads in the form of noise, transient traffic of
pedestrians unknown in the neighborhood, and loitering near LRT stations. Thus, they
hypothesized that property values very near LRT lines and stations are likely to be depressed
compared to those distant from the line or station. Despite the interesting hypothesis, Chen, Rufolo,
and Dueker (1998) failed to find any nuisance effects related to stations. They did detect nuisance
effects elsewhere along Portland’s MAX line, however. To date, all research on the topic of LRTs
has tended to adopt the relatively strong assumption that the gradient across stations is the same,
which is unlikely to be a case due to dissimilar cost savings across stations as suggested by Figure
III-1.
3.2 Neighborhood Characteristics
As important to the value of a property as its own quantity and quality, is the perceived value of
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neighboring properties. Many hedonic studies have included the neighborhood’s median
household income or median home value, using this as a primary rationale. Higher values of these
factors are hypothesized to affect property values in a positive manner. Similarly, district-average
student scores on national or state standardized tests have been applied to control for school quality,
since schools are the main local public good provided. To account for discrimination on the part
of home buyers (and perhaps sales agents as well), hedonic models have also controlled for many
neighborhood attributes of households including share that have minority heads, that are headed
by women, that are not fluent in English, and that are foreign born. To control for a different
housing segment, some models have also controlled for the share of homes in the neighborhood
that are rented as opposed to being owner-occupied. In all cases, property prices are hypothesized
to be lower in the presence of such factors.
4. DATA DESCRIPTION AND FORMULATION OF THE REGRESSION
Bailey et al. (1963) first applied the repeat sales approach using this sales record data, although
McMillen and McDonald (2004) and Chatman et al. (2012) have applied it more recently. The
advantage of this approach is examining the actual object of analyses – property price appreciation
– rather than inferring it from cross-sectional or pooled cross-sectional analyses of sales prices or
assessed values, which is what the large body of literature on transit capitalization has leaned upon.
In essence, the basic theoretical model to measure repeat sales should look as follows:
∆𝑷𝒉 = 𝑷𝒉𝟐 −𝑷𝒉𝟏 = ∑𝒊((𝑷𝒊𝟐 ∆𝑸𝒊 ) + (∆𝑷𝒊 𝑸𝒊𝟏 ))

(1)

∆𝑷𝒉 =𝑷𝒉𝟐 −𝑷𝒉𝟏 is the change in the property value where 𝑷𝒉𝟏 and 𝑷𝒉𝟐 are property values in time
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1 and 2, respectively. The 𝑷𝒊𝟐 is the price of each attribute 𝒊 in time 2 and ∆𝑷𝒊 are the price
changes of those attributes between time 1 and time 2; 𝑸𝒊𝟏 is the quantity of attribute 𝒊 in time
1 and ∆𝑸𝒊 is the change in the quantity of attribute 𝒊. The change of a property value is the sum
of two sets of basic measurements: the total value of any new attributes (or changes in existing
ones) and the change in the value of existing attributes.
State of New Jersey’s public property sales records are not without problems, however. They lack
details on the attributes of recorded properties: at best, beyond location identifiers, they include
information of lot size and year the primary structure was built. Thus, it is impossible to estimate
the price change in all attributes that the theoretical model requires. Contrary to Goetzmann and
Spiegel’s (1995) conjectures, this level of data omission may not be so damning, the work of
Coulson and Lahr (2005) on older neighborhoods of Memphis suggests that few variables on
changes in attributes affect assessed property values at least over a four-year period. Indeed, they
included variables on changes only for the number of bedrooms and bathrooms, despite having at
their disposal a full array of variables for their analysis. Hence, we rely strongly on Wang and
Zorn’s (1997) notion that a major advantage of the repeat sales approach is that researchers can
mostly avoid specifying critical characteristics that determine a property’s value.
As mentioned earlier, we want to measure how the presence of the HBLR influenced property
price change. The ratio of values between two sales events is our primary interest. Clearly, however,
there are some issues in measuring this ratio, given that the value of money differs over time. Also,
housing markets are both segmented and cyclic. In the related empirical literature, using a price
index to control for relative prices has rarely been a concern since the typical analysis has tended
to use cross-sections, cross-sections paired across just two points in time, or unrelated cross56

sections pooled over many periods; none of which require explicit control for relative prices over
time. Besides, if the two sets of house sales are reported for the same years across all observations,
concerns about general inflation and housing market cycles need not come into play, especially in
the case of small geographic areas. This was the case for the work on assessed values performed
by Coulson and Lahr (2005). In this vein, the use of repeat sales data makes matters more
complicated, for such sales do not occur in a regular pattern across time. Successive sales of an
observed property could more or less occur at any time during that period. Bearing this in mind,
we tested three different dependent variables that convert the sales prices into a constant-value
form.
For the first alternative, we used the ratio of the two sales; both adjusted to 2009 monetary terms
using the housing component of CPI-U, which is typically practiced in a pooled cross-session
analysis for the New York metropolitan area2. Using the metro-wide price-adjusted ratio, we also
estimated the annual average appreciation rate as the second alternative. This latter also controls
the time that transpired between the two sales, which we believed would make it superior. The
following are the formulae we used. The first formula used for annual average appreciation takes
the form: 𝒚𝒕=𝒕 /𝒚𝒕=𝟎, where 𝒚𝒕=𝑻 represents the consumer price index (CPI)-adjusted last year
(𝑻) price, and 𝒚𝒕=𝟎 , the CPI-adjusted first year (0) price. The second formula used for annual
average appreciation involves an adjustment for the length of time between sales:
(𝒚𝒕=𝑻 /𝒚𝒕=𝟎 )𝟏/(𝑻−𝒕), where 𝟏/(𝑻 − 𝒕)𝒕=𝑻 is the inverse number of years between sales.

2

Following the example of the present piece, Chatman, Tulach and Kim (2012) apply this same method although with only
repeat sales properties transacted before and after LRT (the RiverLine in southern New Jersey) began its service.
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The third alternative is created similarly. The main difference is that, rather than using the housing
component of the area CPI-U, we deflate by the average value of all sales within each municipality
during the specified year. Our thinking here was that each municipality acts as a separate segment
within the larger northern New Jersey housing market. This consideration should automatically
control for other attributes of municipalities that affect property sales prices, particularly those that
𝒀

𝑷

are fiscally related. The formula for this municipal-oriented dependent variable is (𝒀𝒕=𝑻)⁄(𝑷𝒕=𝑻 ),
𝒕=𝟎

𝒕=𝟎

where 𝒀𝒕=𝑻 is a nominal sales (not CPI-adjusted) price in the last year (𝑻) price and 𝒀𝒕=𝟎 , the
first year (0) price while 𝑷𝒕=𝑻 and 𝑷𝒕=𝟎 represents the average local sales price in the last year
(𝑻) and the first year (0).
As Table III-3 shows, we included a range of regressors: proximity measures to different entities,
neighborhood characteristics, and transaction features. We tested distinct effects for the three
stations. These stations were chosen based on their distance to the JCCBD waterfront and the
relative magnitude of hypothesized accessibility gains by HBLR. Both 22nd Street (8th street
opened in 2011; out of our study period) in Bayonne and Westside Street in Jersey City are the
furthest ends in south and southwest, respectively. Only rare and inconvenient bus (or combined
modes with PATH) access to NYC were available from the stations before the HBLR was even
planned. Bergenline Avenue is not the furthest station in the north, but as a densely mixed
residential and commercial area, the accessibility benefits within walking distance of the station
would be larger than Tonnelle Avenue, the furthest. In fact, industrial properties and few residential
buildings mostly surround Tonnelle Avenues (see Figure III-1; there were only a few white dots,
representing the location of repeat sales’ properties).
Meanwhile, we included 9th Street Station in Hoboken for comparison purposes. It is not as far
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from CBD as the other three. However, a high number of daily boardings (see Table III-1) would
seem to reflect higher accessibility benefits from proximity to this station, which should result in
improved home prices. Thus, we intend to examine net accessibility gains that highlight cost
savings reflected in ridership propensity.
Table III-3 Summary of descriptive statistics for the study variables
Variable
Regressand
AppRate
A_AppRate_CPI
A_AppRate_Mket
Regressor
NetD2HBLAsta
NetD2PATHsta
D2CBD
D2HBLRtrack
NetD2Hwyexit
BLineAve
WSideAve
E22ndSt
9thSt

Description

Obs.

Mean Std. Dev.
1.73
1.17
1.1

0.96
0.43
0.42

Min

Max

0.08
0.2
0.2

23.38
23.38
27.39

Appreci a tion ra te: CPI a djus ted
Annua l a vera ge a ppreci a tion ra te: CPI a djus ted
Annua l a vera ge a ppreci a tion ra te: ma rket a djus ted

13,599
13,599
13,599

Network di s tance to the nea res t HBLR Station (feet)
Network di s tance to the nea res t PATH Station (feet)
Aeri a l di s tance to Jers ey Ci ty CBD (feet)
Aeri a l di s tance to the nea res t HBLR tra ck (feet)
Network di s tance to hi ghwa y ra mp (feet)
Properties nea r Bergenl i ne Avenue Station
Properties nea r Wes ts i de Avenue Station
Properties nea r Ea s t 22nd Street Station
Properties nea r 9s t Street Station

13,599 4,542.59 2,382.26
17.46 13,390.04
13,599 15,702.81 8,585.22 2,641.53 38,523.67
13,599 19,375.18 7,687.19 1,844.56 38,916.81
13,599 3,089.81 2,222.23
2.53 11,665.51
13,599 5,831.76 3,402.14 115.84 18,194.93
13,599
0.2
0.4
0
1
13,599
0.08
0.27
0
1
13,599
0.06
0.24
0
1
13,599
0.22
0.41
0
1

SATscore
MedHHInc1999
P_WorkAGroup
P_FBornPop

Muni ci pa l a vera ge SAT s core
Medi a n hous ehol d i ncome i n 1999 ($) by Cens us Tra ct
% of worki ng a ge group (18-54 yrs ol d) by Cens us Tra ct
% of forei gn-born pop by Cens us Tra ct

13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599

1,264
38,977
0.56
0.4
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10,188
0.05
0.17

1stSPrice_CPI
1tSPrice_Mket
Ratio_SPvsTAV
DiffYR
SalesFreqpost2000
PrePost1996
PrePost1994
PrePostSTAopOpen
Union
Jcity
Bayonne

Sa l es pri ce a t the fi rs t tra ns a ction ($); CPI a djus ted
Sa l es pri ce a t the fi rs t tra ns a ction ($); ma rket a djus ted
Ra tio of s a l es pri ce vs . tax a s s es s ment va l ue
Yea r di fference between the fi rs t a nd the l a s t tra ns a ction
Sa l es frequenci es a fter 2000
Properties s ol d pre-pos t yea r of Cons truction s tarted
2 Yr l a g of Cons truction s tarted; Antici pa tion Impa ct Dummy
Properties s ol d pre-pos t s tation openi ng
dummy for Uni on Ci ty
dummy for Jers ey Ci ty
dummy for Ba yonne

13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599
13,599

221,613
177,440
1.3
5.27
1.67
0.32
0.19
0.45
0.05
0.42
0.11

125,212
194,101
0.62
3.78
0.93
0.47
0.39
0.5
0.21
0.49
0.31

1,192
12,376
0.47
0.02

1,406
83,441
0.88
0.74

30,248 1,282,156
2,757 4,998,686
0.5
3.5
0
18
0
6
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

We used both network and aerial distances, albeit for different purposes. The former is applied for
actual walking distances to the nearest HBLR station, while the latter is used for more perceptional
distances such as those to the CBD and the HBLR track. As discussed earlier, since we focus upon
accessibility to each station, actual network distance is preferred to some pre-defined buffer
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boundary. We recognize that a pre-defined boundary approach may be appropriate for estimating
possible nuisance effects, which arise as a dampening of property prices very near stations and
track. Nonetheless, we applied the network-distance gradient approach because it ameliorates
possible bias in measuring the magnitude of transit capitalization and anticipates few negative
externalities in the study areas. It is because much of the HBLR line was aligned along the path of
the abandoned industrial rail track. Newly constructed sections, mostly along with the JCCBD
waterfront segments, are excluded from this study since they are within a half-mile (800m) of
PATH stations, which are more heavily used for commuting. More importantly, given relatively
low accessibility gains expected from LRT compared to other rail systems in general, very short
distance thresholds are not very meaningful since an insufficient number of homes in our sample
of repeat sales lie within close proximity to the track.
We used selected socio-demographic information from the 2000 U.S. Census. Census tracts have
long been used as proxies for neighborhoods (Goodman, 1985). The 2005-2009 5-year estimate
from the American Community Survey (ACS) were not used due to a paucity of observations in
Census tract level. Also as already described earlier (see Table III-2), the study area's sociodemographic characteristics have changed little over the period. In any case, we believe 2000
Census data well represent the neighborhood characteristics for the broader period of sales records
that we examine – 1991 to 2009. Share of population in prime working-age groups (between 18
and 54 years old), the share of foreign-born population, and the median household income are
included. We expected that a preponderance of working-age individuals causes home values to rise
because this group is likely to put greater value on accessibility. We hypothesized that
neighborhoods with high foreign-born populations enjoy the increased accessibility more than do
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other groups due to their high preference for public transit (urban areas outside of the U.S. tend to
depend more on public transit), which should put upward pressure on home prices. Median
household income, a proxy of the neighborhood’s economic status, was also expected to cause
home price appreciation since being near higher-income groups should yield home price premia.
In addition to tract-level data, the municipal-level average SAT score was included since school
quality is an essential consideration for in-migrants. We used the two-year average (2005-2006
and 2006-2007) SAT score for public school districts, which largely align with municipality
boundaries.
Our model controls for the sales price of the first transaction since lower-priced homes tend to
appreciate more rapidly. We also tested other related attributes – ratio of actual sales price vs. tax
assessed value, the time that transpires between the first and the second (the most recent) sales,
and a frequency of sales after operation of the HBLR – to see the relation with home price
appreciation. Lastly, the year of HBLR groundbreaking and a two-year lag were included to find
effects of actual transit construction and partial effects of its anticipation.
To implement this study, two different property sales data sets of seven municipalities were used;
one from online New Jersey state records (from 2000 to 2009) and the other from a private vendor,
Econsult Corporation, which gained special access to the earlier version of the state data set (from
1991 to 2002). After eliminating duplicate records, 149,037 single recorded transactions were
trimmed to create an appropriate repeat sales dataset. We first removed records with unrealistic
sales prices – in particular sales records with prices below $1,000 and those with sales prices that
were either more than 3.5 times or less than 50% than their assessed values since they suggest
intrafamily transactions, possible input-coding errors, and the like. Further, records with prices in
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the highest and lowest percentile were dropped to minimize possible leverage issues from the
observations. Consequently, 79,877 single sales records were left that enabled 17,435 repeat sales
property observations in the dataset.
A range of geocoding efforts were invoked to add network and spatial attributes via ArcGIS
software. First, we executed a GIS parcel match with parcel identifiers for each property. Those
unmatched addresses geocoding by each municipality were further implemented to prevent
possible mis-geocoding across municipalities due to similar street identifiers. The result was that
14,068 geocoded repeat-sales properties between 1991 and 2009 remained. We then eliminated all
repeat sales within a half-mile of PATH stations for the final analysis. This effectively discarded
properties in both the newly developed JCCBD waterfront and Jersey City’s CBD near Journal
Square and prevented any confounding impact from existing PATH accessibility on property value.
In the end, we undertook our investigation with a database that included 13,599 usable repeat-sales
properties for seven municipalities that HBLR covers.
4.1 Model and Functional Form
Using the usual hedonic form (Cropper et al., 1988), we assume that the housing price equation
takes the form
P𝒊 = β𝟎 + β𝟏 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐍𝐞𝐭𝐃𝟐𝐇𝐁𝐋𝐀𝐬𝐭𝐚) + β𝟐 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐃𝟐𝐂𝐁𝐃) + β𝟑 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐃𝟐𝐇𝐁𝐋𝐑𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐜𝐤)
+ β𝟒 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐍𝐞𝐭𝐃𝟐𝐇𝐰𝐲𝐞𝐱𝐢𝐭) + β𝟓,𝟔,𝟕,𝟖 ∙ (𝐁𝐋𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐀𝐯𝐞, 𝐖𝐒𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐀𝐯𝐞, 𝐄𝟐𝟐𝐧𝐝𝐒𝐭, 𝟗𝐭𝐡𝐒𝐭)
+ β𝟗,𝟏𝟎,𝟏𝟏,𝟏𝟐 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐍𝐞𝐭𝐃𝟐𝐇𝐁𝐋𝐀𝐬𝐭𝐚 𝐨𝐟 𝐁𝐋𝐢𝐧𝐞𝐀𝐯𝐞, 𝐖𝐒𝐢𝐝𝐞𝐀𝐯𝐞, 𝐄𝟐𝟐𝐧𝐝𝐒𝐭, 𝟗𝐭𝐡𝐒𝐭)
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+ β𝟏𝟑 ∙ 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐌𝐞𝐝𝐢𝐚𝐧 𝐇𝐇 𝐈𝐧𝐜𝐨𝐦𝐞𝟏𝟗𝟗𝟗) + β𝟏𝟒 ∙ % 𝐨𝐟 𝐖𝐨𝐫𝐤 𝐀𝐠𝐞 𝐆𝐫𝐨𝐮𝐩
+ β𝟏𝟓 ∙ % 𝐨𝐟 𝐅𝐁𝐨𝐫𝐧𝐏𝐨𝐩 + β𝟏𝟔 ∙ 𝐒𝐀𝐓 𝐒𝐜𝐨𝐫𝐞 + β𝟏𝟕 ∙ 𝐒𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬 𝐏𝐫𝐢𝐜𝐞 𝐨𝐟 𝐭𝐡𝐞 𝟏𝐬𝐭 𝐭𝐫𝐚𝐧𝐬𝐚𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧
+ β𝟏𝟖 ∙ 𝐑𝐚𝐭𝐢𝐨 𝐨𝐟 𝐒𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬 𝐏𝐫𝐢𝐜𝐞 𝐯𝐬. 𝐓𝐚𝐱 𝐀𝐬𝐬𝐞𝐬𝐞𝐝 𝐕𝐚𝐥𝐮𝐞 + β𝟏𝟗
∙ 𝐘𝐞𝐚𝐫 𝐃𝐢𝐟𝐟𝐞𝐫𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐞 𝐛𝐞𝐰𝐭𝐞𝐞𝐧 𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬
+ β𝟐𝟎 ∙ 𝐒𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬 𝐟𝐫𝐞𝐪𝐮𝐞𝐧𝐜𝐲 𝐚𝐟𝐭𝐞𝐫 𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟎 + β𝟐𝟏,𝟐𝟐,𝟐𝟑 ∙
(𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐏𝐨𝐬𝐭 𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐞𝐬, 𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐏𝐨𝐬𝐭𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟒, 𝐏𝐫𝐞𝐏𝐨𝐬𝐭𝟐𝟎𝟎𝟔)
+ β𝟐𝟒,𝟐𝟓,𝟐𝟔 ∙ (𝐔𝐧𝐢𝐨𝐧, 𝐉𝐞𝐫𝐬𝐞𝐲 𝐂𝐢𝐭𝐲, 𝐁𝐚𝐲𝐨𝐧𝐧𝐞) + 𝛜
𝐏𝒊 = 𝛃𝟎 + 𝛃𝟏 𝑫𝒊 + 𝛃𝟐 𝑵𝒊 + 𝛃𝟒 𝑺𝒊 + 𝛆

(2)

where 𝒑𝒊 = log of property price appreciation; 𝑫𝒊 = distance attributes; 𝑵𝒊 = neighborhood
attributes; 𝑺𝒊 = stages of transaction attributes; 𝜷𝒋 = parameters to be estimated and 𝛜 = error
term.
We start off using ordinary least squares (OLS) regression. We then apply robust regression, an
automated algorithm (in Stata statistical software; StataCorp, College Station, TX, USA) that
removes observations with extraordinarily large standardized residuals. It especially tends to target
observations for which the dependent variable’s value is close to its maximum and minimum – socalled ‘leverage observations.’ By comparing the results from both OLS and robust regression, we
hope to learn the extent of heteroscedasticity induced by outlier and leverage observations, which
are removed in the course of applying robust regression.
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5. INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS
Table III-4 presents our findings for six different specifications. We naturally found that robust
regression yields higher R2 than OLS, although both provide expected signs for the independent
variables. Model 3 and Model 4 are the base models but between them apply two different price
indices when obtaining the dependent variable: the properties’ annualized appreciation rate. They
include observations that sold twice pre-HBLR and/or post-HBLR. Model 5 and Model 6 are
shown for the sake of comparison to Model 3 and Model 4. They focus on pre-post HBLR sales,
which can eventually detect the extent of the temporal effects of increased accessibility.
Model 3 explains 37.2 percent of the variance inherent to annual home appreciation. The R2 for
Model 5, which limits observations to those for which the first sale occurred before and the second
sale after the HBLR was operating, explains 52.3 percent of home appreciation – the highest fit of
the six models. The lower R2s in Model 4 and Model 6 suggest that producing constant home prices
using municipally segmented housing market prices is empirically inferior to using a metro-wide
CPI market price. Meanwhile, Model 1 used a dependent variable with total periodic appreciation:
that is, it was not annualized. Despite the high R2 in Model 1, the lack of annualization leads this
model to be the least preferred.
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Table III-4 Different models of the dependent variable: the home price appreciation rates in Hudson County, New Jersey
VARIABLES
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ln_NetD2HBLsta
ln_D2CBD
ln_D2HBLRtrack
ln_NetD2Hwyexit
BLineAve
WSideAve
E22ndSt
9thSt
BLineAve_ln_NetD2HBLRsta
WSideAve_ln_NetD2HBLRsta
E22ndSt_ln_NetD2HBLAsta
9thSt_ln_NetD2HBLAsta
MedHHInc1999
Union
Jersey City
Bayonne
SAT score
P_WorkAGroup
P_FBornPop
Ratio_SPvsTAV
DiffYR
SalesFreA2000
PrePostSTAOPEN
PrePost1994
PrePost1996
1stPrice_CPI
1stPrice_Mket
Constant

Model 1 - Robust
Appreciation rate

Model 2 - OLS 1
Annual
Appreciation rate
(CPI-adjusted)

Model 3 - Robust
Annual
Appreciation rate
(CPI-adjusted)

Model 4 - Robust
Annual
Appreciation rate
(market-adjusted)

Model 5 - Robust
Annual
Appreciation rate
(CPI-adjusted) only pre-post open sales

Model 6 - Robust
Annual
Appreciation rate
(market-adjusted) only pre-post open sales

0.0469***
-0.0477*
0.00531
-0.0174**
0.239
0.632***
0.518*
0.505***
-0.0226
-0.0782***
-0.0646*
-0.0567***
6.79e-07
-0.0576**
-0.0736***
-0.0548**
0.000256**
0.396**
-0.0463
-0.391***
0.0420***
0.105***
0.0774***
-0.285***
-0.149***
-0.361***

0.000206
-0.00192
0.0111
-0.00177
0.0718
0.267
0.221
-0.123
-0.00775
-0.0344*
-0.0289
0.0144
9.10e-07
0.0561***
0.0178
-0.0270
0.000295***
-0.0779
-0.0397
-0.0992***
-0.0387***
0.0387***
0.0205**
0.0501***
-0.0283**
-0.213***

0.00713**
0.00105
0.00194
-0.00282**
0.0380
0.153***
0.177***
0.0459
-0.00249
-0.0190***
-0.0218***
-0.00446
4.05e-07***
0.0144***
-0.00254
-0.000303
3.89e-05*
0.0591**
0.000814
-0.0657***
-0.0101***
0.0159***
0.0129***
-0.00790***
-0.0331***
-0.0545***

0.00277
-0.000579
0.00245*
-0.00101
0.00593
0.121***
0.0809**
0.00940
0.000186
-0.0155***
-0.0102**
-0.000286
1.06e-07
0.0259***
0.00491**
0.0139***
8.67e-05***
0.116***
0.0136**
-0.0376***
-0.00635***
0.00737***
-0.00424***
0.0127***
-0.0123***

0.00849***
-0.0117***
0.000103
-0.00392***
-0.0681**
0.120***
0.160***
0.116***
0.00836**
-0.0163***
-0.0174***
-0.0124***
5.50e-07***
0.000888
-0.0105***
-0.0116***
2.05e-05
-0.0209
0.0226***
-0.0725***
-0.0131***
0.00419***

0.00392*
-0.00398
0.00168
-0.00226**
-0.0272
0.0593**
0.101***
0.0552**
0.00422
-0.00826**
-0.0118***
-0.00588*
1.82e-07*
0.00977***
-0.00107
0.00512
7.64e-05***
0.0806***
0.0247***
-0.0373***
-0.00511***
0.00406***

0.0155***
-0.0122***
-0.0431***

0.0166***
-0.00712***

5.860***

3.620***

1.722***

-0.0282***
1.211***

1.833***

-0.0249***
1.231***

13,599
0.372

13,599
0.318

6,151
0.523

6,151
0.400

Observations
13,599
13,599
R-squared
0.416
0.192
Notes: Standard errors in parentheses *** p<0.01, ** p<0.05, * p<0.1

Our models show that properties closest to HBLR stations display lower-than-average home
appreciation rates in general. Proximity to highways, on the other hand, continues to play a positive
role in-home price appreciation despite their long-established nature. Recall, however, that
locations and distances for the HBLR’s distant stations were our primary research focus. Based on
the interpretation of the coefficients of dummy variables in semi-logarithmic regressions
(Halvorsen and Palmquist, 1980), properties near the West Side Ave station experienced an annual
price appreciation nearly 16.9 (12.0 in Model 5) percentage points greater than for other properties
in the study area. The premium was 20.0 (16.5 in Model 5) percentage points for properties near
the East 22nd Street station. The coefficient of the binary variables denoting 9th Street was also
statistically significant, although the relatively small size of the coefficient implies a weaker price
appreciation rate. There is no significant magnitude and sign for properties near Bergenline Ave
station. As described earlier, Bergenline Avenue is located in Union City, where the bus network
to Manhattan was already superior to that at the other stations. The fact that good public
transportation to a major job hub already existed there implies few new significant accessibility
gains at Bergenline Avenue. This set of results supports our hypothesis that the newly created
accessibility by HBLR was capitalized at stations farthest from the CBD. Although ridership count
is associated with accessibility benefits, these results support the notion that the distance of a
station from the CBD has a greater influence on households’ cost savings. Of course, individual
property appreciation truly is a household-based measure, while ridership change is more
collective in nature and indicates how many households are affected. Thus, the overall net benefit
to an area of a particular transit facility is some combination of both.
Looking into station-specific effects, as one moves away from the West Side Ave and East 22nd
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Street stations, properties appreciate by about one percentage point (the coefficients are 0.97 and
1.1, respectively) for every 50 feet (or 15 meters--a typical lot width in an urban area). This implies
that the station-based premium entirely dissipates within a quarter-mile (400 meters) of the stations.
Thus, a quarter-mile buffer appears to exist for the HBLR, whereas a half-mile (800 m) appears
appropriate for PATH, perhaps due to its greater age and direct connections to Manhattan. This all
supports the Alonso-Wingo-based hypothesis that properties around the HBLR stations most-distant
from the CBD should capitalize more value from a new transit offering due to the larger transportation
cost savings potentially generated there.
Properties in municipalities with higher-than-average student SAT scores tended to appreciate
more rapidly than did properties in municipalities where the average SAT scores were lower.
However, the small coefficient suggests a marginal impact on the price appreciation. With small
coefficients for municipality dummies (Union City, Jersey City, and Bayonne), this also implies
that the market adjusted value for the dependent variable seems not a better option than the CPIadjusted. The share of the working-age group is positively associated with the home appreciation
rate. The foreign-born population shares revealed no significant effect on home appreciation rates
in our base model (Model 3 and Model 4). Yet, they were influential in Model 5 and Model 6. This
implies higher temporal accessibility gains in the areas of high foreign-born population, relatively
low-income-population in our study areas than others. This supports the hypothesis that improved
accessibility should demonstrate a greater capacity to capitalize in communities that exhibit
attributes suggesting greater transit dependence.
Table III-4 displays interesting period attributes as well. Overall, they show higher annualized home
appreciation for homes that were held for more extended periods prior to their sale. Despite
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controlling for the inflation in the housing component of the price index, this effect from ownership
duration may reflect some sort of anomalous nonlinearity in home appreciation in the immediate
area during the housing market boom through 2007. According to Model 3, no statistically detectable
capitalization in housing occurred during the construction and planning stages of the HBLR (i.e., the
housing market adjusted to the transit investment just before it was put in place). However, the
coefficient of pre-post HBLR sales points strongly to the positive impact of an operating HBLR on
home prices. On the other hand, once we limit the sample to those homes that had the first sale before
the start of HBLR operations and had the second sale after it began operating (Model 5), we found
some evidence of capitalization the HBLR’s planning stages. The difference between the models
appears to be due to the inclusion of both pre-HBLR (even pre-construction) and post-HBLR only
samples in Model 3, which may have led to bias in (distortions to) the coefficients due to omitted
variables such as those factors that led to the housing market bubble, rather than improved
accessibility via the HBLR. Finally, property prices in the study area display the usual equilibrating
effect; that is, lower-valued properties tended to appreciate more rapidly than did higher priced ones.
It shows that those properties nearest HBLR stations, in the least developed areas farthest from the
CBD, tended to appreciate most as predicted by Alonso-Wingo theory.
Across the six models in Table III-4 models, the signs and statistical significance of key
explanatory variables relating to accessibility are generally the same. This robustness across
specifications lends added credence to the overall analysis. Still, dissimilar parameter magnitudes
do exist across models. They tend to be somewhat more-intense when robust regression is applied
to the CPI-adjusted appreciation rate when compared to models for which the dependent variable
is municipally price-adjusted.
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6. CONCLUSIONS
In this study, we demonstrated unequivocally that light rail could positively impact property
appreciation rates near urban commuting stations. We arrived at this finding by focusing our
analysis on properties near stations in the urban periphery that would receive the most benefit from
a new transit system, as the Alonso-Wingo model predicts. We found that properties appreciated
at these stations at an annual average rate of 18.4 percentage points higher than did other studyarea properties. The appreciation premium evaporates rather rapidly, at about one percentage point
per every 50 feet. Hence, the appreciation premium appears to dissipate entirely within a quartermile of the stations. This is a somewhat shorter distance than reported in other studies. This leads
us to question, even more strongly, the theoretical validity of the usual practice of applying
arbitrarily developed buffer zones (binary variables) to evaluate the distance to stations, as opposed
to the gradient approach that we apply. Aggregate home price appreciation by census block or tract
(see Voith 1993) was not elaborated in this paper3. Although it was given some thought, the dataset
we used had a general lack of observations at such areal disaggregation in any given year and the
possibility of creating an endogeneity issue with the dependent variable.
Our study is striking among hedonic studies on transit’s impact on property values. We collectively
examined changes in the values of individual properties with multiple appreciation ratios. We
tested how both a distance from the nearest station and its distance from the CBD are related to
the price change. Instead, almost all have evaluated transit’s impact on property values using crosssections or, at best, pooled cross-sections (Voith, 1993). The problem with using standard cross-

3

This matter also was suggested by an anonymous referee.
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sections is that transit lines are often built where population densities and property values are high
(to assure ridership and a reasonable revenue stream) and move people with cars off the road and
onto transit. In sum, a transit system, by design, is likely to be placed in high-priced neighborhoods.
Hence, nowadays it is then not clear when evaluating on property values whether the rail's
placement caused property prices to rise or whether high property prices near a transit system are
what enticed the light rail to locate where it is. There is no reason not to expect that the latter is
why researchers have been finding high property values near transit lines. We are aware of few
studies on the property-value impacts transportation systems have examined repeat sales data.
However, their approaches were also limited to either compare gradients based on pooled crosssessions of data in different time periods (McMillen and McDonald, 2004) or to test pre-post LRT
sales only with no annualized appreciation adjustment (Chatman et al. 2012).
Because we were concerned about the effects of different housing market cycles across an area
even as small as Hudson County, we decided to normalize property sales prices by the municipality
to identify properties' relative annualized appreciation rates. It appeared not to be superior to prices
normalized by the housing component of the metropolitan-wide consumer price index. Based on
municipality-level sales records from our repeat sales data (excluded single sales properties during
data manipulation), which were employed for each municipality's yearly adjustment factor, this
would have been expected. Still, this innovation may prove useful in future research.
Despite our contributions to the literature, we note a couple of avenues that need further
investigation. More works need to be undertaken to give analysts a better understanding of the
ideal period of study for property value change near transit facilities. While we based our
examination on available literature by Agostini (2008) and McDonald & Osuji (1995), we study
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properties using a somewhat arbitrarily selected two-year prior with respect to station openings in
order to capture any “anticipation effect” of new investments in the end. We seem to have derived
some evidence for anticipatory effects. The duration of post-operation appreciation on the other
hand, has not yet been studied inasmuch as our review of the extant literature has revealed.
Similarly, we did not uncover much evidence, despite an attempt. Perhaps, our “non-findings”
derived from a lack of sales records for those properties near the stations of prime interest, which
opened as recently as 2006. Hence, additional exploratory analysis of this issue should be quite
useful to others using repeat sales data.
Another issue with our dataset was that too few of the observations were accompanied by
characteristics of the properties (structure’s living space, structure’s age, lot size, floor-to-arearatio, stories, number of bedrooms, number of bathrooms, number of kitchens, presence of a garage,
architectural differences, etc.). While Coulson and Lahr (2005) suggested that changes in these
property attributes may not be significant, they also show that such characteristics do help
determine appreciation rates, at least for assessed property values. Hence, it would be worthwhile
to pursue this line of inquiry to confirm or reject Wang and Zorn’s (1997) conjecture that one need
not specify critical characteristics when using the repeat sales approach.
Lastly, the issue of how improved accessibility and thus property appreciation influences
surrounding neighborhoods is an area for further research.3 Given the complex nature of myriad
interest groups concerning transportation investment, more effort should be placed toward
exploring other opportunities and negative externality created by LRTs beyond the appreciation of
residential property values. For example, do LRTs create new job opportunities for municipalities’
existing residents? Do they enhance densities in ‘built out’ areas?
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CHAPTER FOUR
An Impact of the Hudson-Bergen Light Rail on Commuting Flows from the Marginalized
Neighborhoods of the Light Rail Neighborhoods to Manhattan

1. INTRODUCTION
Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) and Smart Growth have been overwhelmed in the U.S. for
the past few decades. It aimed to reduce air pollution, decrease highway-oriented infrastructure
costs, increase energy efficiency with dense land use development, provide more transportation
choices, and boost economic growth. Light Rail Transit (LRT) was a highly coveted bullet to
uphold TOD in many U.S. cities (Garrett, 2004) (i.e., METRORail in Houston, Hiawatha Line in
Minneapolis, DART in Dallas, LYNX in Charlotte, Metro Rail in Buffalo, and METRO Light Rail
in Phoenix). However, adversaries have been condemning LRT for the loss of tax-payers money
due to lower-than-expected ridership, soaring operation costs, and slow progress of economic
development near LRT stations. Despite the criticism, many urban and transportation planners
have backed LRT, arguing that the benefits of LRT should not be evaluated by ridership and slow
development progress but by other precious perspectives, including the provision of new transit
accessibility for many in need.
A large body of literature has attempted to investigate the economic benefits of LRT by valuating
property appreciation. With a typical housing hedonic model, home price is evaluated in a function
of proximity to the station and other socio-demographic neighborhoods characteristics such as
median household income and educational quality, and so on (Kim and Lahr, 2014; Chatman et al.,
2010; Goetz et al.; Hess and Almeida, 2008; Cervero and Duncan, 2002; Chen et al., 1998).
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However, there is very little evidence of LRT’s impacts on Environmental Justice (EJ)
communities. Rarely available evidence tells that the number of low-wage jobs accessible by 30
minutes of travel time increased in station areas (Fan et al., 2011). However, to the best of my
knowledge, no LRT study digs into LRT’s accessibility impact on change in job commute.
This study delves into if the HBLR has enhanced job access for residents in EJ neighborhoods in
Manhattan’s vicinity along the HBLR. As discussed in Chapter 2, the EJ community or
neighborhood's definition and the boundary has variation in how the metrics are defined and
applied by region and city. The U.S DOT’s Order to Address Environmental Justice in Minority
Populations (DOT Order 5610.2) and Low-Income Populations in 1997 addressed that persons
belonging to Black, Hispanics, Asian, American Indian, and Alaskan Native, Native Hawaiian or
Other Pacific Islander are minority while persons whose household income is at or below the
Department of Health and Human Services poverty guidelines are low-incomers (FHWA). The EJ
community or neighborhood is often designated by a municipality (NJTPA, 2007) or
Transportation Analysis Zone (TAZ), where a high percentage of minority, low-income, and poor
mobility prevails. This study defined a Census block group with a high portion of the low-income
population as an EJ neighborhood for the sake of convenience.
This study hypothesized that the low-income and working-age residents in the northern and
southern neighborhoods of Hudson County, New Jersey, had taken advantage of the new HBLR
access. Thanks to Hudson county’s unique geographic location, where Manhattan, the most
prominent employment center in the region, is across the Hudson River, the biggest accessibility
benefit that the new HBLR brought would be the improvement of Manhattan-bound job commute.
The study aimed to prove the hypothesis with a job commute pattern from low-income
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neighborhoods along the HBLR. It developed a regression model to assess the extent of the
accessibility improvement impact on job commute. The essential data source is the U.S Census
Bureau’s

time-series

Longitudinal

Employer‐Household

Dynamics

Origin-Destination

Employment Statistics (LODES). The remainder of this study is structured as follows. The
subsequent part illustrates the research root of this study in conjunction with the introduction of
the HBLR and its distinct geographic service area. It then discusses research datasets and an
analytical approach applied to this study. It closed by summarizing study results and discussions.
2. STUDY AREA
Neighborhoods that the HBLR connects are perfect places to evaluate how light rail affects
commuting flows from low-income neighborhoods to a major employment center. First, as
described in Chapter 3, inner Jersey City, Bayonne, and the northern cluster of municipalities in
Hudson County are full of minority and low-income residents. For example, inner Jersey City has
a high low-income Black and Hispanic population. Roughly 60 percent of residents are Black and
Hispanic. Its median household (HH) income is $54,993, which is 18% lower than Jersey City’s
average, as shown in Table IV-1. Median HH income in inner Jersey City's HBLR neighborhood
($44,998) had plummeted by 9.9 percent since 2000 when the HBLR began its service. It is
noticeable as the overall inter Jersey City’s median HH income rose. For a meaningful comparison,
the 2000 median HH income was adjusted with a regional consumer price index (CPI). The
combination of the change in residents’ race and median household pattern implies that inner
Jersey City’s HBLR neighborhoods had not gentrified over the decade since the light rail began its
service. Bayonne has had a similar pattern to inner Jersey City. Its median HH income of
Bayonne’s residents is roughly $55k and, it shrank over a decade regardless of their proximity to
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the HBLR stations. The median HH income in Bayonne’s HBLR neighborhoods declined by 12.1
percent for more than a decade. It is 8 percent lower than non-HBLR neighborhoods. People in
Union City, North Bergen, West New York, and Jersey City Height (the Height hereafter) are
generally poor similar to inner Jersey City and Bayonne. The median HH income in these
communities’ ranges from $42k to $54k
This study excludes the Jersey City waterfront CBD and Hoboken. Both areas are the outliers,
affluent communities along the HBLR. Their median HH incomes are over $100k. Figure IV-1
compares the change in the median HH income between 2000 and 2014. It reveals that the median
HH incomes in inner Jersey City, Bayonne, and the northern cluster of municipalities declined over
a decade. On the other hand, the households in Jersey City waterfront CBD, Hoboken, and
Weehawken waterfront become more affluent.
Table IV-1 Socio-demographic characteristics in study areas
Pop

% White

% Black

% Hispanic

Avg. Median
Income ($)

HH

%
%
%
%
Change
Change 2014
Change 2014
Change 2014
Change 2014
from
from
ACS
from
ACS
from
ACS
from
ACS
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
Municipalities and grouped HBLR neighborhoods (NHoods)
North Bergen
64,132
107%
69%
2%
3%
0%
73%
15%
$53,844
($6,398)
Union City
65,983
101%
66%
8%
5%
1%
85%
3%
$41,785
($4,520)
West New York
51,511
113%
60%
0%
3%
0%
79%
0%
$53,665
$1,272
Jersey City
255,558 106%
35%
1%
26%
-3%
27%
-1%
$67,009
$7,938
The Height
40,944
99%
38%
-10%
7%
1%
48%
5%
$51,313
($5,541)
Non HBLR NHoods 30,547
100%
36%
-12%
8%
2%
44%
5%
$50,593
($5,603)
HBLR NHoods
10,397
98%
44%
-2%
5%
-3%
62%
7%
$53,427
($5,280)
Inner JC
128,679 103%
32%
7%
27%
-19%
32%
9%
$54,993
$710
Non HBLR NHoods 104,610 112%
32%
5%
27%
-13%
29%
5%
$57,426
$1,649
HBLR NHoods
24,069
78%
31%
16%
30%
-36%
42%
24%
$44,998
($4,558)
Journal SQ
42,155
95%
43%
4%
10%
1%
28%
-4%
$53,403
($15)
JC Waterfront
45,427
151%
49%
-1%
6%
-7%
14%
-12%
$118,481 $36,274
Bayonne
64,763
105%
74%
-5%
10%
5%
21%
3%
$55,824
($6,920)
Non HBLR NHoods 38,504
102%
74%
-3%
11%
4%
20%
2%
$57,714
($6,594)
HBLR NHoods
26,259
109%
72%
-8%
10%
5%
23%
5%
$52,950
($7,314)
Hoboken
51,979
135%
85%
4%
3%
-1%
17%
-3%
$111,308 $17,466
Source: 2000 Census & 2010‐14 American Community Survey (ACS) 5‐year estimates
Note: HBLR Neighborhoods: Census Block Groups (BGs) falling entirely or partially into ¼ mile (400m) radius of HBLR Stations
The 1999 median household income in the 2000 census is adjusted in 2014 dollars using the regional inflation rate (from BLS).
2014
ACS
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Figure IV-1 Comparison of Median Household Income in Hudson County

Second, a different scale of the accessibility benefit that has been capitalized can be assessed along
the HBLR. For instance, Bayonne used to have inferior transit access mainly due to its geographic
isolation by the interstate highway 78 and route 440 and the lack of a one-seat ride to NYC.
Manhattan-bound commuters used to require an extended bus service headway to major transfer
points - Journal Square Bus Terminal or Exchange Place in Jersey City with an extra fare. Similar
problems prevailed in inner Jersey City despite its geographical closeness to major transfer points
than Bayonne. In contrast, the northern cluster of municipalities and the Height have had good transit
access with bus and jitney, a small size commercial bus to Manhattan due to its proximity to midtown
Manhattan where the Port Authority Bus Terminal is located. Jitney is a widely used commute option
among Hispanic residents. Now that the HBLR serves all of these neighborhoods and carries
passengers to multiple transfer points to Manhattan-bound commute via PATH at Exchange Place,
Pavonia/Newport, and Hoboken Terminal or to Jersey City waterfront CBD, it is intriguing to
explore how the neighborhoods have capitalized on the different extent of accessibility benefit.
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Third, the HBLR enhanced accessibility, at least for residents within walking distance to HBLR
stations. As Table IV-2 shows of the HBLR ridership since its first operation in 2000, rising daily
boardings are visible from stations in Bayonne, inner Jersey City, and Union City, e.g., Bergenline
Avenue in Union City, 22nd Street, and 34th Street in Bayonne, West Side Avenue in inner Jersey
City, and 9th Street (physically located in Hoboken but connected to the Height by an elevator). It
is rational to link residents near stations to be partial or full beneficiaries of the new HBLR service,
especially for job access.
Table IV-2 HBLR daily average boardings since its first operation
Service Area

Stations

JC_CBD
Hoboken_CBD
JC_CBD
Union City & WNY
JC
Hoboken & Height
Bayonne
Inner JC
Bayonne
JC_CBD
JC_CBD
Inner JC
North Bergen
JC_CBD
Hoboken
Weehawken
JC
Bayonne
Inner JC
Weehawken
Inner JC
Inner JC
JC

Newport
Hoboken
Exchange Place
Bergenline Ave.
Liberty State Park
9th Street
22nd Street
West Side Ave.
34th Street
Harborside
Essex Street
MLK Drive
Tonnelle Avenue
Harsimus
2nd Street
Port Imperial
Jersey Avenue
45th Street
Danforth Avenue
Lincoln Harbor
Garfield Avenue
Richard Street
Marin Boulevard

Total
Source: NJ Transit

2000

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

411

2,725

1,453

2,302

2,641

2,885
1,931
2,806

2,625
2,391
2,584

2,997
3,710
2,853

618

1,390

2,048

2,071

1,852

204
638

368
935
338
107
233

613
1,266
958
499
408

771
1,211
1,363
915
444

468
711
955
1,142
665
464

1,913
620
1,141
870
907
1,219
763
612

61

195

285

330

453
196

56
291
135

113
449
223

139
557
331

146
500
350

184
496
372

58
71
99

120
131
169

190
232
248

222
234
266

237
274
350

390
611
480
305
328
345
337

3,256
4,707
3,092
1,413
1,808
923
1,313
931
948
1,222
766
640
608
519
325
417
409
607
483
491
380
336
256

4,825
5,048
4,196
2,125
2,450
1,812
1,748
1,342
1,236
1,609
991
882
873
756
739
618
610
804
657
821
491
439
328

5,447
5,381
4,830
2,641
2,725
2,193
1,811
1,634
1,495
1,726
1,153
1,037
995
793
854
784
698
824
719
890
589
499
382

5,824
5,830
4,997
2,872
2,771
2,427
1,995
1,693
1,720
1,801
1,159
1,109
1,071
918
924
840
810
903
773
878
684
552
449

5,641
5,447
4,739
2,899
2,741
2,357
1,994
1,729
1,696
1,619
1,166
1,102
1,019
937
934
908
889
854
765
742
676
566
480

3,800

7,350

13,050 16,400 16,100 21,050 25,850 35,400 40,100 43,000 41,900

68
109

The study excluded Hoboken, Jersey City waterfront, and Weehawken waterfront (see Figure IV-2)
that the HBLR serves because the HBLR would have little impact on their residents’ Manhattanbound commute. These neighborhoods observed the surge of luxury residential developments over
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the past two decades. However, the premium is linked to easy access to the PATH, ferry, or intercity
bus for a one-seat ride to Manhattan, not the HBLR access. Besides, Hoboken, Jersey City
waterfront, and Weehawken waterfront are not the EJ neighborhoods. The median HH income in
these neighborhoods is above $110,000, almost double compared to others (refer to Table IV-1).
Figure IV-3 hints at how these neighborhoods are distinct from others concerning the median HH
income.
After all, this study investigated four subareas (communities): Bayonne, Inner Jersey City, the
Height, and Northern Cluster (shown in Figure IV-3). Purple blocks reflect HBLR neighborhoods
within each subarea. Each block represents a census block group that falls in part or whole in a
quarter-mile radius of the HBLR stations. This study applies a typical five-minute walking distance
proxy to designate HBLR neighborhoods. The area beyond the quarter-mile was defined to nonHBLR neighborhoods, mainly to compare with the counterpart within a community.
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Figure IV-2 Study Area: Transportation Network
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Figure IV-3 Selected HBLR neighborhoods
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Figure IV-4 Avg. Median Gross Rent Rate as of Household Income (%)

3. DATA
LEHD Origin-Destination Employment Statistics (LODES) is the primary data source to convey
this study's story. Released by the U.S. Census Bureau, a current LODES format was first
published in 2011 for data from 2002. It contains residence- and workplace-based employment
profiles and a proxy journey to work (JTW) flow between residence and workplace geography.
The dataset offers associated job profiles by different categories of ages, earnings, and industries.
Ages and earnings consist of three groups: the number of jobs for workers ‘age 29 or younger’,
‘age 30 to 54’ and ‘age 55 or older’; and the number of jobs with earnings ‘$1250/month or less’,
‘$1251/month to $3333/month’ and ‘greater than $3333/month’ for all. A two-digit North
American Industry Classification System (NAICS) job profiles are available in residence- and
workplace-based dataset. The proxy O.D. flow dataset contains a flow of three group of industry
types – the number of jobs in ‘Goods, Production industry sectors,’ ‘trade, transportation, and
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utility industry sectors’ and ‘all other services industry sectors’
LODES' structure is similar to Census Transportation Planning Products (CTPP), a traditional JTW
flow data, which has long been used in transportation planning. However, unlike CTPP data that
used to be based on decennial Census long form samples (1 out of 6 housing units) and now on
American Community Survey (ACS) 5 years’ samples (approximately one out ten housing units),
LODES is composed with government administrative records of employers and employees, mainly
payroll data and unemployment insurance that covers roughly 95 percent of wage and salary jobs
(Graham et. All, 2014), and core Census Bureau’s surveys including CTPP. It provides a timely
employment profile and JTW to the census block level, the smallest census geography. LODES
involves data quality issues such as missing cash-paid jobs, overcounting telecommute employees
and misidentifying a real workplace for employees at firms with multiple worksites. Nonetheless,
LODES is a rich proxy of time series JTW flow with finer geographical level representation.
LODES is perfectly fit for this study. First, it offers a census block group level JTW flow, coherent
to a study unit of this study. Second, a concern of counting telecommute is minute as
telecommuting is barely used for low-paying retail and service jobs. Third, investigating timeseries data would inherently control concerns on undercounting cash-paying only job commutes
and under/over-counting multiple worksite employees, which nonetheless would exist across years.
4. RESEARCH APPROACH
This study developed a regression model to examine what factors would affect the change in lowwage jobs commuting to Manhattan. The model takes the change in low-wage jobs as a dependent
variable and other socio-demographic and economic characteristics as explanatory variables. This
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section consists of three parts. First, it explores a trend of residence-based employment
characteristics. Second, it examined a commuting pattern from study areas. Lastly, it describes a
regression model specification.
4.1 Residence-based LODES profiles
LODES data confirmed that the number of commutes from the four communities -- Bayonne, Inner
Jersey City, the Height, and the northern cluster of municipalities – has increased since the HBLR
began its service. This growing pattern is apparent in HBLR neighborhoods vs. non-HBLR
neighborhoods. For instance, jobs for residents in inner Jersey City’s HBLR neighborhoods soared
4.5 percent, and it is 1.4 percentage higher than non-HBLR neighborhoods (see
Table IV-3). Bayonne revealed a similar trend, with one percentage difference between HBLR vs.
non-HBLR neighborhoods. The biggest change among the four communities occurred in the
Height’s HBLR neighborhoods - 13.5 percent. The northern cluster is a sole outlier, where a job
growth rate from HBLR neighborhoods is lower than non-HBLR neighborhoods by 1.8 percentage.
These changes across neighborhoods hint at different extents of the accessibility benefit that
occurred among communities. Further discussion of the dissimilar accessibility benefits will be
followed later in this chapter. Note that the biggest change in jobs along the HBLR was observed
in the Jersey City waterfront by 88.7 percent, followed by Hoboken. The bigger change was
expected as residential development had been dominant in both communities over two decades.
A station level comparison revealed an in-depth picture of the trend. As shown in
Table IV-3, higher job growth rates were observed in neighborhoods furthest from the Jersey City
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waterfront, such as the 34th Street station, 45th Street station, and Westside Avenue station by 19.7,
14.5, and 13.4 percent. The increasing rates can be interpreted as either job access improvement
among existing residents, or a growing in-migration of workers, or a combination of both. It will
also be further discussed later in this chapter.
Table IV-3 Residence-based employment characteristics in selected areas from 2002 to 2014
Areas

All Jobs* All Jobs All Jobs All
Jobs All Jobs All Jobs All Jobs Change % Change POP
2002
2004
2006
2008
2010
2012
2014
2002to14 2002to14 2010**

All Jobs/
POP
2010

By Neighborhood
Inner Jersey City
NonHBLR Nhoods 40,173 38,506 35,872 37,468
37,551 38,581 41,434 1,261
3.1%
92,794 40.5%
HBLR Nhoods
12,825 12,205 11,434 12,776
12,012 12,345 13,399 574
4.5%
30,546 39.3%
Bayonne
NonHBLR Nhoods 16,771 16,056 15,841 16,615
16,333 16,632 18,502 1,731
10.3%
37,323 43.8%
HBLR Nhoods
11,576 11,224 11,646 11,546
12,364 12,113 12,884 1,308
11.3%
25,694 48.1%
Northern Cluster
NonHBLR Nhoods 64,620 62,838 59,600 63,172
61,989 63,851 67,232 2,612
4.0%
163,173 38.0%
HBLR Nhoods
10,575 10,337 10,351 11,636
9,406
10,450 10,808 233
2.2%
24,926 37.7%
The Height
NonHBLR Nhoods 12,596 12,623 12,438 12,303
12,963 14,426 13,401 805
6.4%
11,397 43.1%
HBLR Nhoods
4,971
4,818
4,905
5,623
5,029
5,564
5,641 670
13.5%
30,076 44.1%
JQ
17,317 16,419 15,552 17,236
17,444 17,590 19,626 2,309
13.3%
39,417 44.3%
JC Waterfront
15,576 15,841 15,827 19,192
23,732 27,265 29,393 13,817
88.7%
43,350 54.7%
Hoboken
22,889 22,993 23,821 24,567
27,668 31,459 31,967 9,078
39.7%
50,001 55.3%
15.5%
Subtotal
212,322 206,419 199,944 214,208 218,499 230,286 245,245 32,923
507,224 43.1%
By Station
6.5%
8th ST
2,274
2,264
2,256
2,124
2,406
2,344
2,421 147
5,088
47.3%
5.7%
22nd ST
3,833
3,646
3,661
3,720
4,112
3,811
4,053 220
8,805
46.7%
19.7%
34th ST
2,833
2,654
2,856
2,896
3,093
3,135
3,391 558
5,876
52.6%
14.5%
45th ST
2,636
2,660
2,873
2,806
2,753
2,823
3,019 383
5,925
46.5%
3.1%
Danforth AVE
1,590
1,556
1,415
1,483
1,386
1,365
1,639 49
3,323
41.7%
-9.9%
Richard ST
1,852
1,785
1,658
2,055
1,577
1,533
1,668 -184
4,048
39.0%
13.4%
West Side AVE
2,743
2,636
2,408
2,781
2,714
2,967
3,111 368
6,578
41.3%
-4.9%
MLK DR
4,214
3,747
3,580
3,784
3,808
3,691
4,006 -208
10,116 37.6%
25.7%
Garfield AVE
1,934
1,999
1,915
2,043
2,003
2,279
2,432 498
5,377
37.3%
10.4%
Liberty State Park 492
482
458
630
524
510
543
51
1,104
47.5%
2.2%
Bergenline AVE
10,575 10,337 10,351 11,636
9,406
10,450 10,808 233
24,926 37.7%
Source: LEHD, Census 2010(**)
Note
The neighborhoods of Inner JC, Bayonne, and North (representing Northern Municipalities: Union, West New York, North Bergen)
excludes HBLR station areas
*it is total jobs, not the primary job taken by residents; that is, it involves multiple counting of residents. In general, the different rate
of all jobs vs. primary jobs is. 1.0x.

4.2 LODES JTW flow profile.
The LODES’ proxy JTW flow showed an increase of Manhattan-bound commute from four
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communities over a decade. Bayonne experienced the highest rise regarding the total number of
jobs (see Table IV-4). Change in jobs by categories such as ages and wage groups can tell a detailed
look at the change. For instance. For instance, HBLR neighborhoods in both Bayonne and inner
Jersey City had a growing number of the JTW flow to Manhattan not only for the lowest paying
jobs but also for the highest-paying jobs: 60 percent and 85.6 percent rise from Bayonne, and 36.2
percent and 123.9 percent rise from Jersey City. As for the lowest paying jobs, HBLR
neighborhoods in Bayonne had a 3.8 percentage lower rate than its non-HBLR neighborhoods, but
inner Jersey City had the opposite result by 28.8 percent. The proxy JTW OD also revealed a rising
commuting pattern to Jersey City waterfront CBD from Bayonne, although the increase does not
account for the lowest paying jobs. Inner Jersey City also observed an increasing commute for the
highest paying jobs. However, the total number of commutes to Jersey City waterfront CBD is
minute than those to Manhattan (306 vs.1,178 from Bayonne’s HBLR neighborhoods and 717
vs.1,539 from inner Jersey City’s HBLR neighborhoods).
The Jersey City waterfront CBD-bound commuting trend differs from the Manhattan-bound. The
work trips rose from Bayonne’s HBLR neighborhoods but dropped from inner Jersey City’s HBLR
neighborhoods. The only pattern shared is rising commutes to the highest paying jobs. It implies
that the Jersey City waterfront CBD created high paying jobs but little low paying jobs. The land
use characteristics of the Jersey City waterfront CBD would account for the finding. The area is
busy during regular office hours, but there are only a few retail stores and restaurants nearby, and
some do not even open at night. The Jersey City waterfront is home for many, but most are
Manhattan-bound workers and students who spent most of the daily activities across the Hudson
River. Further, for the nighttime activities, the area has a neighboring competitor, Hoboken. It has
various restaurants and bars for young people, and the HBLR links the two communities.
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Altogether, the demand for service jobs is lower than Manhattan’s, and it implies the low service
jobs in the Jersey City waterfront CBD.
Interestingly, the most substantial change in commute by age group is from the oldest group, age
55 or older. By and large, two assumptions can help interpret this: either people who work in Jersey
City waterfront in Finance, Insurance, and Real Estates (FIRE) industry found a new home near
HBLR neighborhoods in Bayonne and Inner Jersey City, or existing residents found new
opportunities at Jersey City waterfront. The former interpretation seems rational as the FIRE jobs
require relatively higher-degree education to which the low-income people are less exposed.
However, it is not that simple to conclude that older workers do not tend to relocate to a new
neighborhood. The highest paying jobs defined by LODES would not likely be the highest paying
jobs because an average working-class job that pays a little more than $40k a year can also be
categorized into the LODES’ highest-paying jobs.
Table IV-4 Comparison of Journey to Work (JTW) flows by ages and wage groups
More
$1,250
$1,251 to
than
Age 29 or Age 30 to Age 55 or per
$3,333
$3,333
younger 54
older
month or per
per
less
month
month

Total
Primary
Jobs_2009

137.8%
135.3%
172.4%
132.3%

165.6%
152.8%
148.4%
114.7%

243.9%
183.8%
142.0%
155.9%

160.0%
163.8%
136.2%
108.0%

129.0%
105.6%
90.1%
76.7%

185.6%
172.8%
223.9%
171.4%

1,178
3,770
1,539
7,390

JTW from Neighborhoods to Jersey City Waterfront CBD
HBLR NHoods; Bayonne JC Waterfront
132.5%
110.4%
HBLR NHoods; IJC
JC Waterfront
97.3%
97.4%

139.0%
93.9%

153.6%
112.1%

68.2%
80.1%

118.4%
68.6%

167.6%
179.1%

306
717

JTW within Neighborhoods
HBLR NHoods; Bayonne
HBLR NHoods; IJC

81.2%
37.9%

71.6%
31.2%

72.6%
31.0%

59.1%
31.4%

106.8%
47.0%

808
385

Origin

Destination

Total
Primary
Jobs

JTW to MANHATTAN
HBLR NHoods; Bayonne
Bayonne
HBLR NHoods; IJC
Inner Jersey City (IJC)

Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan
Manhattan

166.1%
152.2%
152.5%
123.8%

75.2%
34.5%

64.5%
28.8%

Source: 2002‐2009 OnTheMap Longitudinal Employer‐Household Dynamics (LEHD) Data
Note
1
Also, labeled Jersey City Waterfront CBD in the script. Delineated a boundary within 1/2 mile (800m) of each Station.
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4.3 Regression Analysis
The preliminary investigations on the residence-based employment profiles and commuting
patterns to the two core employment centers imply how much accessibility gains, by the change
in residents’ employment in the employment centers, would be realized along with neighborhoods.
This section explores the linkage by developing an econometric model. The model took a census
block group as a study unit. As this study's primary interest is the effect of an HBLR service on
change in employment opportunity, the dependent variable is set to the change in Manhattan-bound
commute from 2002 to 2014. It took the changing rate instead of the number of jobs since the
number of jobs differs by neighborhood and depends on population and density. The model's
explanatory variables consist of the change rate of key socio-economic variables between census
2000 and 2014 ACS estimates and location dummies. Each independent variable was carefully
selected to explore how each variable can explain job commutes' change among residents in these
neighborhoods. First, the model aimed to see whether the total population is positively linked to
the commute change. Second, the black population's share reflects a racially and socially
marginalized neighborhood where would lack employment opportunity (Kain, 1968 & 2004). This
variable is to test whether the marginalized areas have been beneficiaries of the new light rail
access. Third, the black population change and the median HH income change were included to
hypothetically distinguish neighborhoods with high in- and out-migration. Census block groups
with a negative sign in the black population, and a higher increase of median HH income were
considered neighborhoods with high-income residents in-migration. Fourth, median gross rent of
household income is included to differentiate neighborhoods with high housing costs burden and
see whether residents in these neighborhoods had different commute patterns. Fifth, changing
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workforce population and retirees' rates are added to identify neighborhood characteristics
regarding employment workforces. Lastly, location dummies were tested to observe potentially
different impacts of a distinct neighborhood on job commutes.
The study created multiple models with different dependent variables by wage and job destination.
It grouped the lowest and the lower wage group into one for two reasons. First, the number of the
lowest and the lower-wage jobs is tiny. A combined wage group would be a better representative
of lower-wage jobs. Second, given the problematic LODES definition for the lowest and lowerwage jobs, this merger will not matter much to define the lower wage group as the maximum
annual wage for the combined lower wage group is still only $39,966.
Table IV-5 Descriptive Statistics
Variables

Description

Change Rate1 of All jobs to Manhattan
Change Rate1 of Jobs in Wage Category21&2 to Manhattan
Change Rate1 of Jobs in Wage Category2 3 to Manhattan
Change Rate1 of All jobs
to Hudson County
LODES2HCNTY_WAGE12CHNG_0214 Change Rate1 of Jobs in Wage Category2 1&2 to Hudson
County.
LODES2HCNTY_WAGE3CHNG_0214 Change Rate1 of Jobs in Wage Category2 3 to Hudson County.
POP2014
Population Estimate (ACS 2014)
PERBLACK2014
Share of BLACK Population (ACS 2014)
BLKCHNGRATE
Change Rate3 of BLACK POP
MHHINC_CHNGRATE
Change Rate3 of Median HH Income
MEDIANGROSSRENT_HHINC2014
Median Gross Rent of Household Income
AGES1864_CHNGRATE
Change Rate3 of POP in AGES: 18 to 64yrs old
AGES65O_CHNGRATE
Change Rate3 of POP in AGES: 65yrs old over
INJC
Dummy: Inner Jersey City
NCLUSTER
Dummy: Northern Cluster
JCHEIGHT
Dummy: Jersey City Height
INJC_HBLR
Dummy: Inner Jersey City & HBLR Neighborhoods
BAY_HBLR
Dummy: Bayonne & HBLR Neighborhoods
NCLUSTER_HBLR
Dummy: Northern Cluster & HBLR Neighborhoods
JCHEIGHT_HBLR
Dummy: Jersey City Height & HBLR Neighborhoods
Note
1
LODES Data between 2002 and 2014
2
Wage Category 1: $1,250 or less/month; 2: $1,251 to $3,333; 3: $3,333 and more/month
3
Census 2000 and ACS2014
LODES2MN_CHNG_0214
LODES2MN_WAGE12CHNG_0214
LODES2MN_WAGE3CHNG_0214
LODES2HCNTY_CHNG_0214

Obs. Mean Std.
Dev.
299 1.61 1.13
299 1.09 0.71
299 2.36 1.79
300 0.91 0.52

Min

Max

0.46
0.13
0.67
0.39

13.70
7.33
17.92
7.14

300

0.74

0.37

0.19

5.00

300
300
266
300
299
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300
300

1.65
1,492
0.17
1.72
1.43
31.60
1.06
1.06
0.23
0.31
0.09
0.05
0.07
0.04
0.02

1.18
609
0.23
2.61
0.51
8.71
0.64
0.80
0.42
0.46
0.28
0.22
0.26
0.20
0.15

0.55
58
0.00
0.00
0.26
0.00
0.00
0.00
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

17.50
3,723
0.97
20.00
4.29
50.00
8.25
6.81
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

It is crucial to note that census geography changed between 2000 and 2014, and the LODES and
ACS 2014 estimates adopt the 2010 census boundary. The 2010 census geography consists of 395
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block groups in the municipalities served by the HBLR. The 2000 census boundary had 377 block
groups, on the other hand. Some block groups had no boundary change, but others did. For ones
with the change, the study unit is either splitting one block group into two or merging two into one
based upon the boundary alignment change. Estimates of dependent and independent variables for
the study unit were prepared by either aggregating count estimates or averaging median estimates.
However, the study excluded some block groups where the change of boundary alignment between
2000 and 2010 was hardly comparable. In the end, 300 revised census block groups were ready to
use. Table IV-5 shows descriptive statistics of dependent and explanatory variables.
The study collectively examined various models to avoid multicollinearity. Some variables had a
natural log transformation to be log-normally distributed. Variables such as the share of white,
Hispanic and their relevant change rates were excluded due to high correlation with others. For
instance, the black population share was highly correlated with a location dummy for inner Jersey
City. Finally, the model structure selected was
𝐂𝐎𝐌𝐌𝐔𝐓𝐄 𝐂𝐇𝐀𝐍𝐆𝐄𝒊 =
β𝟎 + β𝟏 (𝐏𝐎𝐏𝟐𝟎𝟏𝟒) + β𝟐 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐏𝐄𝐑𝐁𝐋𝐀𝐂𝐊𝟐𝟎𝟏𝟒) + β𝟑 𝐥𝐨𝐠(𝐁𝐋𝐊 𝐂 𝐇𝐍𝐆𝐑𝐀𝐓𝐄) +
β𝟒 (𝐌𝐇𝐇𝐈𝐍𝐂_𝐂𝐇𝐍𝐆𝐑𝐀𝐓𝐄) + β𝟓 (𝐌𝐄𝐃𝐈𝐀𝐍𝐆𝐑𝐎𝐒𝐒𝐑𝐄𝐍𝐓_𝐇𝐇𝐈𝐍𝐂𝟐𝟎14) +
β6,7 log(AGES1864CHNGRATE , AGES65OCHNGRATE ) +
β8,9,10 (INJC, NCLUSTER, JCHEIGHT)+
β11,12,13,14 (INJCHBLR , BAYHBLR , NCLUSTER HBLR , JCHEIGHTHBLR ) + ϵ
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The study developed six models by the different combinations of worksite locations and wage
groups. Model 1 to Model 3 investigated the change in Manhattan-bound commute by total jobs,
wage group 1 (less than $3333/month), and wage group 2 (more than $3333/month). Model 4 to
Model 6 explored the change in Hudson county-bound commute by same wage groups.
5. MODEL RESULTS
Table IV-6 discloses findings from six different model specifications. Model 2 is the primary model
of this study. It shows what factors were related to the change in commute to Manhattan-bound
lower-wage jobs. Model 1 and Model 3 present the relationship between total jobs and higher wage
groups. Comparatively, Model 4 to Model 6 was developed to show the same relation to the
internal Hudson county commute. An R-squared of each model ranges from 0.14 to 0.24. The Rsquared of 0.20 for Model 2 means that the explanatory variables can explain 20 percent of the
variation in the Manhattan-bound commutes. The R-squared is not substantial but rational in social
science literature.
Table IV-6 Model Outputs
Variables
Model 1
Pop2014
0.000
ln_PERBLACK2014
0.107
ln_BLKCHNGRATE
-0.141
MHHIncCHNGRate
0.907***
ln_AGES1864CHNGRATE
1.002***
ln_AGES65OCHNGRATE
-0.210
Median Gross Rent
0.018
INJC
-0.447
NCLUSTER
-0.239
JCHEIGHT
-0.200
INJC_HBLR
0.274
BAY_HBLR
-0.149
NCLUSTER_HBLR
0.491
JCHEIGHT_HBLR
0.055
Constant
0.449
Observations
263
R-Squared
0.24
Note:
* p<0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001

Model 2
0.000
0.010
0.029
0.341***
0.336*
-0.083
0.0128*
-0.131
-0.012
-0.237
0.488**
0.440**
0.181
0.031
0.310
263
0.20

Model 3
0.000
0.444*
-0.506**
1.337***
1.630***
-0.361
0.022
-0.713
0.066
0.095
-0.353
-0.652
1.568**
0.022
1.654
263
0.23
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Model 4
0.000
-0.058
0.028
0.358***
0.317*
-0.150*
0.003
-0.005
-0.111
-0.103
-0.010
-0.192
0.025
0.023
0.242
264
0.21

Model 5
0.000
-0.032
0.053
0.115*
0.202*
-0.227***
-0.002
0.050
0.063
-0.052
0.019
-0.165
0.012
0.025
0.513*
264
0.20

Model 6
0.000
0.083
-0.091
0.834***
0.492
-0.013
0.010
-0.357
-0.055
0.014
-0.061
-0.511
0.350
0.304
0.697
264
0.14

Model 1: to Manhattan, Total Commute
Model 2: to Manhattan, Commute for Wage Group 1 (less than $3333/month)
Model 3: to Manhattan, Commute for Wage Group 1 (more than $3333/month)
Model 4: to Hudson County, Total Commute
Model 5: to Hudson County, Commute for Wage Group 1 (less than $3333/month)
Model 6: to Hudson County, Commute for Wage Group 1 (more than $3333/month)

The models disclosed a few key findings. First, they revealed a positive relationship between the
median HH income and the commute. The sign exists regardless of worksite locations and wage
groups, although a stronger sign appeared in a Manhattan-bound commute and a high paying job
group. Our primary model tells that residents in a neighborhood with a 1 percent increase of the
median HH income tend to have 0.34 percent more commute to Manhattan-bound low wage jobs.
The same increase would affect a 1.4 percent increase for the Manhattan-bound higher-wage jobs.
The effect of the HBLR access on this finding can be interpreted as a result of a new migrated
population for new residential development or increased job opportunities among existing
residents. The first interpretation would be more relevant for the high wage jobs, not for the lowerwage jobs, as a little benefit is likely to exist among the low wage job seekers. They have little
benefit from relocating their home, given a rising rent burden in HBLR neighborhoods.
Second, the growth of the workforce population mattered for the increase in commute. A statically
significant relationship was observed across the models except Model 6. It implies that
neighborhoods with fast-growing median HH income tend to attract more high wage workers.
Model 3, along with Model 2, suggests that a one percent increase of the workforce population
would result in a 1.63 percent growth of Manhattan-bound commute for higher-wage jobs but 0.36
percent for lower-wage jobs.
Third, housing rent would rise, as is the increase of Manhattan-bound commuting. The coefficient
in Model 2 tells that a $100 increase in housing rent would lead to 1.3 percent of additional low
wage jobs. The higher wage jobs would rise by 2.2 percent as a $100 increase of the lease, although
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the relationship is statistically insignificant. The model does not reveal a casualty between the rent
increase and the growth of low wage jobs. However, the housing market has undoubtedly
capitalized on the increasing access to Manhattan.
Fourth, HBLR neighborhoods with inferior transit access to Manhattan other than the HBLR
turned out to be the highest beneficiaries of the HBLR accessibility benefits concerning job access.
Model 2 demonstrated that HBLR neighborhoods in inner Jersey City and Bayonne had increased
employment opportunities for Manhattan-bound lower-wage jobs. The model coefficient tells that
being in neighborhoods within walking distance to the HBLR station would increase employment
opportunities for Manhattan-bound lower-wage jobs by 49 percent in inner Jersey City and 44
percent in Bayonne. On the contrary, no statistical significance was observed from the northern
Cluster and the Height; regardless of the statistical significance, only 18 percent or 3 percent
growth of the commute to lower-wage jobs would have been realized from the northern Cluster
and the Height. This finding proves the hypothesis that the pre-existent transit accessibility to
major employment centers is relevant for the extent of accessibility gains realized by the new light
rail transit. The comparison Model 4 to 6 for internal Hudson County bound commutes showed
negative or no benefit of the HBLR access for the inner County commutes. This finding proves
the hypothesis that the pre-existent transit accessibility to major employment centers is relevant
for the extent of accessibility benefit by the new light rail transit.
Fifth, Manhattan-bound higher wage commuters tend to live away from the HBLR station in inner
Jersey City, and Bayonne as negative signs in Model 3 indicates. It hints that HBLR neighborhoods
in inner Jersey City and Bayonne have not been gentrified yet. In contrast, the coefficient for
HBLR neighborhoods in the northern cluster is the only area that has already experienced
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gentrification. The coefficient suggests that being in that HBLR neighborhoods raise 157 percent
more commute to Manhattan-bound higher-wage jobs.
5. CONCLUSIONS
Theoretically, this study approached under time utility paradigm. Assume that the HBLR access
would increase accessibility benefit to areas further from a core job center, and the accessibility
gains would be capitalized in the increase of employment opportunities in low-income
neighborhoods with poor pre-existing public transport access. LODES OD analysis and the
regression model results demonstrated that the low-wage employment opportunities for residents
in low-income HBLR neighborhoods increased, and higher opportunities appeared for jobs in
Manhattan. This study's findings deliver that light rail investment is beneficial when it connects
economically and spatially marginalized neighborhoods to regional employment hubs. Also, the
increase of low-wage jobs despite no inflation-adjustment implies that the benefit of employment
growth near light rail stations is evident than population disposition.
Irrespective of the contributions to literature, results presented for the HBLR study area may vary
in other cities where the light rail system has already been in place or is in a planning stage. Perhaps,
the strong correlation between transit accessibility and job opportunity in HBLR neighborhoods
could have attained thanks to its proximity to a super job employment center, Manhattan. However,
the findings of this study offer a hope that light rail/streetcar access to a significant job hub (i.e.,
core metropolitan CBD) would increase job access, boost the local economy, and lead to livable
EJ neighborhoods. This hope may never happen, but the belief should continue with associated
sustainable investment plans and programs.
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Admittedly, this study has areas to improve. The regression models explore the relationship
between independent variables and commute changes, which is not causal. To delineate it better,
micro-level data analytic like individual level commute and migration patterns are in need. The
micro-level data is not publicly available to date but can be in the near future in the midst of
growing interest in mobile location data. Besides, since more housing and mix-use development
plans have been underway in inner Jersey City and Bayonne, housing prices may rise. It can
displace existing low-income populations later. However, it is debatable if the HBLR can be
criticized for this potent since the HBLR has already been in service for more than a decade. In
my opinion, a light rail impact study should investigate the impact a decade after the system's
opening. Any studies before or after more than a decade or two should weaken its credibility.
However, the vigorous discourse on the appropriate duration will be beneficial.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Discussion
As defined in the introduction and following conventional definitions in the field, accessibility is
related to the capability to reach the points of interest in a given time, and mobility is linked to the
ability to travel without restrictions. In the transportation planning domain, improving accessibility
and mobility have been the core of the work as it helps meet people’s desire to reach or extend the
destinations of interest.
In the past, transportation planners and decision-makers underlined mobility improvement more
than improving accessibility. It might have been partly related to people's needs to travel further
or freely in a suburban development era. Lately, however, interest in accessibility improvement
has risen, typically focusing on job access by reducing travel time and travel time reliability. This
dissertation was part of the continuing research effort to understand the impact of transportation
systems on the overall improvement of access to destinations. A range of transportation planning
instruments, together with compact mixed-use land use planning practices, has been exercised to
improve accessibility. The instruments' list includes the development of fixed guideway transit
service, widening congested corridors, a dynamic toll pricing for single-occupant vehicles, and
installing or expanding bicycle and pedestrian facilities.
Amidst increasing interest in accessibility discourse, Jonathan, Grengs, and Merlin (2019) claimed
the need to switch the accessibility-focus framework from the traditional mobility-focused
planning paradigm and the mutually non-exclusive nature of accessibility and mobility, where
mobility would be one of three means to attain accessibility alongside proximity and connectivity.
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To date, accessibility and mobility improvement, especially for low-income households and people
of color, are among the most critical transportation planning and policy issues. They are absolutely
essential if we wish to address long-standing issues of equity and social justice. Lack of
accessibility and mobility has historically severely degraded access for environmental justice
communities to significant opportunities, e.g., jobs, health care facilities, groceries, parks, and
other essential services and facilities.
The three chapters above executed deep dives into the value of a car-share program and light rail
on mobility and accessibility improvement in NYC and its adjacent communities. All three studies
explored the impacts of transportation improvements on historically marginalized areas in terms
of the residents' socio-economic and demographic status and transportation access metrics.
Chapter 2 investigated car-share vehicle utilization rates of the Zipcar across NYC. It compared
the utilization rates by vehicle type, service location, time period, and weekday/weekend. With a
multivariate regression model, the study found the presence of significant mobility needs in lowincome neighborhoods and the potential for pricing incentives to help in developing a more
inclusive and successful car-share program implementation. The result hints at the opportunity to
consider different pricing incentives for a potential public-private partnership of the car-share
program in NYC. Chapters 3 and 4 investigated the accessibility benefit of a light rail system, the
HBLR, that runs along Hudson County Gold Coast waterfront, New Jersey. Chapter 3 applied a
hedonic modeling approach, a traditional quantitative methodology for economic impact analysis,
to measure the accessibility gain of a transit system in general. Utilizing longitudinal home sales
records, the study found the accessibility gain capitalized in home values near the HBLR stations.
The gain was higher in neighborhoods with less choice of public transportation options in the pre-
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HBLR period and far from a major regional job center, Manhattan. The study also identified that
the premium of the accessibility gain dissipated within a quarter-mile of the HBLR stations, which
is smaller than a typical walking distance for rail service, which is accepted in the literature as
generally a half-mile. Chapter 4 explored another perspective of the accessibility gain caused by a
new mass transit system, namely, the value of improving job access among low-income residents
who live near the HBLR. The study consists of two analyses. First, it explored the change in jobs
by wage groups and workplace locations for residents in economically disadvantaged
neighborhoods. Second, it developed a regression model to examine the impact on residents’ job
change by the proximity to the HBLR stations. The study revealed that residents in the low-income
locations near the new light rail system take advantage of the new transit access to NYC, especially
in areas with inferior public transportation access without HBLR.
Despite the findings and lessons from the studies, each study revealed areas to explore further.
Chapter 2 examined the patterns of car-share vehicle units available for three-hours on a number
of days and time periods that were collected at various times. Statistically, the data looked rational,
but the chance of misrepresentation and sampling issues remain. Further, the study applied Census
track level socio-demographic data and considered any car-share user within the boundary is
holding the same socio-demographic characteristics. This proxy approach could misread the true
car-share users’ demographic profile and their usage patterns. These issues could have been
resolved by analyzing the original raw vehicle utilization data and the actual users’ profile
information; however, the car-share company did not share that information with the researchers
for this study. This data limitation raises some concerns regarding the general applicability of the
study’s recommendation and the creditability of our estimates. In other words, expanding car-share
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pricing incentive programs in low-income neighborhoods to provide for mobility improvement
should be tested further – but our results are encouraging as to the potential for this type of subsidy.
A possible improved estimation method would be to utilize a preference survey and a before-andafter study of actual users’ car usage patterns.
A few research topics can be further investigated to improve the hedonic study in Chapter 3. First,
the study selected a two-year threshold to capture any “anticipation effect” of the HBLR on
property values, used in literature by Agostini (2008) and McDonald & Osuji (1995). However,
the ideal period of study for the value change near transit facilities needs further investigation to
establish the appropriate time horizon for this kind of study. Second, a post-operation property
appreciation duration analysis is another area to study, which has not been thoroughly studied in
my literature review. Chapter 3 attempted to identify the duration threshold but did not uncover
much evidence of the appropriate time period. Third, the dataset included numerous sales
transaction records that were missing property characteristics, e.g., structure’s living space,
structure’s age, lot size, floor-to-area-ratio, stories, number of bedrooms, and number of bathrooms.
However, Wang and Zorn (1997) argue that the property's specification is not critical for the repeat
sales approach. Still, given the limitation, the datasets cannot directly address the impact of
property characteristics improvement on the sales price. Lastly, Chapter 3 reminds us all of the
importance of other perspectives and areas of research that revolve around a new light rail
investment, such as “does a new light rail create new job opportunities for municipalities’ existing
residents?” and “does it enhance densities in ‘built out’ areas?”.
Chapter 4 reveals other areas to improve. The regression models explored Census block group
level socio-demographic and employment data to see the impact of the HBLR on low-income job
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access. To better explain the effect, individual-level commuting data would be desirable. The
micro-level data is not publicly available to date but is likely to be in the near future, given the
growing interest in mobile location data. Chapter 4 also reminds us of the profound need to
thoroughly study the impact of neighborhood gentrification following the implementation of new
transit options – in this case – a light rail. The study did not find noticeable gentrification effects,
e.g., a change in household income and/or share of the population in protected classes who are
residents. However, displacement of the existing low-income resident may well occur in the future
as more housing and mix-use developments have been underway in the historically marginalized
neighborhoods along the HBLR. It is debatable if the HBLR is being rightly criticized for these
changes since the HBLR has already been in service for more than a decade, and little observation
of gentrification has occurred to date. Any further studies with data after a light rail system’s
opening may weaken the gentrification argument, but the vigorous discourse on the appropriate
duration and metrics of success or failure would be beneficial.
This dissertation provides an evaluation of the impact of the car-share and light rail on enhancing
mobility and accessibility in terms of community needs and acknowledging each study’s limitation
while also suggesting further research areas. It is also important to acknowledge the existence of
advocacy groups with different voices and perspectives about the efficiency and value of each
system improvement. The varying perspectives may try to focus the discussion of the policy
actions to address their individual or organizational goals – but that should not alter the value of
this research and the metrics provided that can inform the discussion for policymakers.
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IS LIGHT RAIL A WEAPON FOR GENTRIFICATION?
Typically, light rail has been criticized by two noticeable groups: suburban residents and housing
advocates. The critique from suburban residents is simple: light rail is a pricey public
transportation investment that offers accessibility to a minimal set of beneficiaries. In the suburban
residents’ view, it is ironic that they contribute the most to the Federal capital investment grants by
paying fuel tax and highway user fees but receive little benefit from light rail systems. Rather than
the costly underutilized transit investment, they typically will ask for something they can see as
tangible improvement of mobility or accessibility, such as upgrades of the road network, related
infrastructure, or the expansion of commuter bus services.
Housing advocates tend to denounce light rail in the most forceful ways. They believe that light
rail is a medium of Transit-Oriented Development (TOD) that speeds up gentrification, displacing
existing low-income residents to benefit real estate value (Goldensohn, 2016). Their argument
seems rational in today’s sense, as gentrification tends to occur in areas with good transit
accessibility. However, it is probably a hasty generalization without looking into the complex
nature of gentrification. Gentrification occurs in every urban area regardless of the light rail system,
and it is affected by housing supply and demand, external economic forces, and other economic
and political issues. Further, the history of U.S. light rail systems does not generally support the
argument that light rail is primarily a motivator for gentrification. As described in Chapter 3, the
slower-than-expected TOD was the foremost item of concern for most light rail system investment
until the late 2000s.
The recent surge of gentrification along the TOD corridor of the HBLR has been linked to the light
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rail itself, but it also has links to a general trend of the urban housing boom that has resonated since
the late 2000s and early 2010s. The Great Recession of 2008, driven in part by a subprime
mortgage crisis, was the leading external force that sparked the NYC Metro area's urban housing
boom. According to the S&P/Case-Shiller 20-City Composite Home Price Index, major U.S cities
have an 18 percent year-over-year decline of the home price as of October 2008 (Federal Reserve
Economic Data). The Recession hit hard on Sunbelt cities, with an almost 30 percent year-overyear decline during the same period (CNN Money, 2008). Intriguingly, NYC’s housing market was
barely affected by the Recession; with only an 8 percent decline per the same data source. The
urban housing market was steadier than the suburban housing market during the crisis. It can likely
be explained by the rising interest in urban life and the preference of living in mixed-use TOD
neighborhoods among millennials, professionals, and baby boomers to take advantage of easily
accessible amenities, e.g., grocery and restaurants, and better transit accessibility. Moreover,
higher demand for housings with excellent accessibility is not a new discovery. Alonso-Wingo’s
bid-rent model was developed in the 1960s to account for the steady demand for housing options
as related to accessibility. In short, as more people found urban life appealing and the suburban
economy and housing market decay continued, developers began to invest in urban neighborhoods
again after they fled to suburbs decades ago. Growing demand for urban housing then lifted the
equilibrium prices of housing supply and demand that reflects the generally higher level of
gentrification activity occurring in many cities these days.
Obviously, housing advocates’ critique for light rail and TOD are mainly targeting the supply side
of TOD, where government officials, and developers as they attempt to achieve their interests, e.g.,
political popularity for the next election or real estate development for cash, may push for more
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upscale housing in TOD redevelopment areas. In NYC, for example, housing advocates denounced
a plan for the Brooklyn-Queens Connector (BQX). The 16-mile streetcar plan between Red Hook
in Brooklyn to Astoria in Queens would cost $2.5 billion (roughly $150 million per mile), and
NYC plans to build it with tax-increment financing. In other words, the initial capital investment
will be raised by the issuance of tax-exempt bonds, and the costs will be paid off with the increased
tax revenues from real estate developments along the proposed line. Opposition groups fear this
proposed financing plan since it will likely result in skyrocketing rent prices and provoking
gentrification. Instead of the streetcar, they suggest a Bus Rapid Transit (BRT) system or frequent
bus service, arguing that the bus reform can offer better accessibility to those in need with lower
costs (Angotti, 2017).

Figure V-1 A Proposed Brooklyn-Queens Connector (source: NYC.GOV)

The BRT is undoubtedly cost-effective over the light rail when it comes to accessibility
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improvement. Since L.A.’s Metro Orange Line, the first BRT system in the U.S, was inaugurated
in 2005, many U.S. cities have sought cost-effective transit investment to improve accessibility.
However, it is essential to note that light rail was not designed solely for the accessibility benefit
but was part of the core neighborhood renewal plan, which the BRT plan lacks. In the case of the
HBLR, today’s thriving Jersey City waterfront is an excellent example of the neighborhood
transformation that can occur under a TOD urban renewal plan. It hosts major firms’ regional
offices, e.g., Goldman Sachs, Barclays Capital, Merrill Lynch, UBS, BNY Mellon, and other
financial, trade, and professional firms. The area is also the location of a major shopping mall
(Newport mall), hotels like Westin and Hyatt Regency, and Rutgers University’s satellite MBA
program campus. Further, the Jersey City waterfront also realized a significant increase of housing
developments near three PATH stations (Newport, Exchange Place, and Grove Street), which, in
turn, attracted many Manhattan-based workers and students who enjoy the pedestrian-friendly
urban ambiance. In the 1970s, this same area was just abandoned rail yards, terminals, and
industrial sites. The waterfront could not have been transformed unless a few visionary planners
and decision-makers pushed the urban revitalization plan. Many doubted that the brownfield
redevelopment plan would succeed because urban renewal was considered an inferior business
idea in the middle of inner-city decline and constant growth in suburbanization at the edges of the
region. It took almost four decades to observe the eventual outcome of the visionary renewal plan.
Without the visionary TOD plan, this neighborhood transformation would not have been realized.
A possible question to housing advocates is to ask if they can fully attribute the transformation to
today’s much higher housing prices in the TOD area to the redevelopment plan and the HBLR. If
the answer is yes, then what other alternatives could have been executed in the 1970s and 80s?
What could local and regional governments implement to revitalize neighborhoods amidst
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continuing inner-city decline? Were the visionary planners, decisionmakers, and developers
blamable for today’s market conditions in the area – taking into account all of the hardships they
had to deal with, e.g., convincing developers to invest in declining urban cores where many would
not foresee an immediate return of the investment in the mid-20th century?
Some of the literature exploring gentrification found that TOD induced some change, but the
findings of the causality were inconsistent. Some studies began to pinpoint the gentrification issue
by light rail, contending that light rail and ensuing TOD led to the displacement of the low-income
population with color (Hess 2018, Baker & Lee 2019). However, Deka (2017) found little evidence
of the causality in New Jersey. By examining the relationship between TOD and gentrification
along with New Jersey Transit rail stations with the change in socio-demographic and economic
characteristics of residents, he found no significant differences in housing rent and race and
ethnicity populations in the vicinity of the transit station. Miguel et al. (2019) reviewed 35 research
studies that examined the causality between TOD and gentrification, notwithstanding a type of rail
system, e.g., light rail, metro, and commuter rails. They found some evidence of gentrification
induced by TOD. However, they underlined a potential misinterpretation of each study’s findings
because many of them had the methodological weakness that led to dubious conclusions.
In summation, light rail and TOD should not be blamed for their impact on gentrification. Growing
market-rate rents near good transit access is an unavoidable path in the society we live in.
Gentrification has already been ubiquitous across many urban zones in the U.S., irrespective of
light rail access. NYC is no exception, especially in neighborhoods with good subway access
where market rent levels are already unbearable to many New Yorkers without resorting to sharing
an apartment or living solely in a very tiny unit. It is merely a matter of supply and demand in
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economics. Growing demand for transit accessibility is also related to increasing interest in urban
life where the auto is not required for daily mobility needs among the young and seniors (Ehrenhalt
2012). In many cases, city centers are the location of more well-paying jobs and thus attract more
college graduates to urban cores. It is my opinion that the light rail becomes an unfortunate victim
of the failure of the governments’ housing policy on affordable housing – that should not be a
reason to avoid future light rail projects. With less capital investment costs than heavy rail but
holding the same fixed-rail transit benefits to fulfill accessibility needs for existing and new urban
residents, the practical planning instrument should not be discarded from our portfolio of urban
planning solutions based upon issues related to gentrification and population displacement.
SHOULD THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT SUPPORT CAR-SHARE PROGRAMS?
Chapter 2 disclosed mobility needs in marginalized neighborhoods that are the home to many
minority communities and low-income residents in NYC. It is suggested by the results from my
research that the local governments might consider incentivizing the car-share program to
complement the needs of these communities. Some may question why the local governments,
especially high-dense areas like NYC might seek to provide a subsidy to a program that will likely
add more autos on roads. The opposition voices are mostly from advocate groups, asking for more
public transportation, bike, and pedestrian infrastructure. They want the city a healthier place to
live with less congestion and a carbon footprint. The needs for transit, bike, and pedestrian
infrastructure and their impact on residents' well-being in urban areas are indisputable. However,
it is essential to mention that a car-share program does not compete with the bus and subway. Carshare is a component of a household’s mobility portfolio that is provided based upon the idea of
reducing car-ownership among urban residents who primarily need a car for occasional social109

gatherings, outdoor activities, and shopping. Governments and transportation advocates must not
disregard the role of an auto in the urban transportation context. It is a big part of the transportation
options facilitating the movement of people. On many occasions, especially in outer boroughs in
NYC, an auto is the best option to meet residents' mobility needs to reach a place of interest, e.g.,
shopping malls and hiking trails. Travel may take twice or even a more extended time by transit.
Some trip destinations are nearly unreachable by mass transit services – especially on weekends
and holidays – where transit services generally operate on a very reduced schedule. Some research
contends that an auto is the most effective travel option for accessibility improvement in the U.S.
insofar as travel time, travel cost, and convenience are concerned (Fan, 2012). It is a proven fact
that the carless low-income population desires a car to meet their mobility needs (Paaswell and
Recker, 1976). Lately, the desire to own a personal vehicle has been falling for baby-boomers and
millennials who prefer urban life with transit and non-motorized mode. However, the need for auto
availability continues, especially for closing the gap of mobility need as the poverty of the carless
population would continue without auto access (King et al. (2019). The importance of car
ownership remains less significant in outer NYC boroughs – except Staten Island – yet
automobiles remain an essential aspect of mobility – even in a very dense city such as New York.
Obviously, car-share programs require vehicles, and they run on roads. However, they aim to lessen
the side effects of auto ownership and auto-centric transportation and land use planning practices,
e.g., energy and fuel consumption, greenhouse gas, vehicle mile-traveled (VMT), road congestion,
and a parking shortage. The externalities caused by auto-ownership will thus be reduced with the
successful implementation of the car-share program. The NYC Department of Transportation
(DOT) has already begun to acknowledge these benefits. The NYCDOT started its partnership
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with Zipcar and Enterprise Car-share to discourage car ownership by launching a two-year
citywide pilot car-share program on May 31, 2018. The program designated 228 on-street carshare parking spaces in 14 zones across four NYC boroughs and 55 car-share spaces in 17
municipal parking facilities (NYC DOT 2019).
In a nutshell, governments should promote programs that expedite the movement of people. The
car-share program is one of many that offers mobility benefits to residents in need regardless of
their economic situation.

Figure V-2 NYC DOT Car-share Pilot Zones (source: NYC DOT 2019 car-share summary sheet)
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CAN TNC SERVICES BE THE SUSTAINABLE INSTRUMENT FOR ACCESSIBILITY IMPROVEMENT?
Lately, a set of shared-mobility services by transportation network company (TNC) emerged as a
new travel mode option for accessibility improvement. Since the first service began in 2010 by
Uber, the shared-mobility services (or TNC services), mainly by Uber and Lyft, has been
competing with a taxicab for short-distance trips, including the first/last mile trips to airport and
transit stations (King et al., 2020). As of 2020 Q1, Uber has 103 million active users globally
(Statista, 2020).
The popularity of the shared-mobility service derives from the convenience of using the service
compared with its traditional competitor, a taxicab. TNC services offer a hassle-free, cheaper ride
over the competitor from a user perspective. The users also enjoy trip-related information, e.g.,
estimated travel time and cost, and travel path before their ride, which they would not receive in a
traditional taxicab ride. Thanks to the positive user experience, some riders in major cities even
use the service over a bus and subway ride by paying extra bucks for the convenience of a ride ondemand to a location of their choosing. They clearly value the convenience of a ride and travel
time reduction more as compared to trips on public transportation networks, which often require
transfer(s) and long wait times.
Amid the rising popularity of TNC services, its impacts on travel behaviors and traffic conditions
seemed not to be welcomed by government decision-makers. There are limited studies on these
issues, but some claimed that TNC service substituted for transit trips (Schaller, 2017, Graehler et
al., 2019). TNC services are also blamed for escalating traffic congestion more than one that would
expect from the growths of population and employment in San Francisco (Erhardt et al., 2019).
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Based on these undesirable results, encouraging TNC services by the local governments in urban
areas will likely result in a need for more public money to provide congestion relief and subsidize
transit agencies. It appears that the government's role should instead be maintaining the appropriate
number of TNC service vehicles in operation to reduce road congestion by geographic area.
However, the impact of TNC services on travel behavior needs further research, as does the
appropriate role of government in regulating TNC activity, such as maintaining the appropriate
number of TNC service vehicles in operation. All of these policy and operational questions need
to be better supported with objective research study findings. Currently, the TNC vehicle trip
trajectory information is available in only a few cities, including NYC and San Francisco. With
parcel-level land use data, e.g., NYC’s Primary Land Use Tax Lot Output (PLUTO), the vehicle
trajectory can hint at the travel pattern of TNC users’ trips and their trip purposes. However, it still
would fail to answer many questions - who the riders are, whether the TNC trips are substituting
for any transit trips, how much their mobility or accessibility is linked to jobs, how much of the
use is related to access to hospitals by TNC. There is no study about the impact of TNC service on
accessibility issues due to limited information available to the best of my knowledge. Many in the
research community have a significant interest in understanding all the aspects of TNC usage. Yet,
to satisfy this curiosity will require large-scale travel survey data that can offer a snapshot of the
socio-demographic and economic characteristics of the TNC riders and their trip characteristics,
e.g., trip purpose and frequency of using TNC service. A large-scale travel survey was conducted
in San Francisco and San Diego metropolitan areas, but they are not yet available to the public
(Coy et al., 2019).
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WHAT IS NEXT?
Overall, the three chapters in this dissertation provide what I hope is a meaningful contribution to
literature in areas of car-share and light rail usage concerning mobility and accessibility
improvements in economically and transportation-wise-disadvantaged neighborhoods. Chapter 2
and Chapter 3 were cited in more than 100 peer-review journal papers combined since each was
published in 2014 and 2015.
However, the future of commuting patterns and accessibility and mobility needs are uncertain due
to a recent lockdown caused by the coronavirus COVID19 as of January 2021. A daily commute
to work may become no longer the norm as more employers and employees adjust their workfrom-home (WFH) life. This unprecedented new norm hit hard on the service industry, e.g.,
restaurants and retail stores, closing many businesses or causing them to lay off employees due to
low demand and/or government restrictions on public gatherings. Subsequently, this economic
recession resulted in the massive decline of subway and bus use. Mobility and accessibility needs
identified in this dissertation may be altered in the future, for travel needs and patterns will likely
differ. Perhaps, people will make fewer commutes and discretionary trips, and the demand for carshare, public transportation, and TNC service may decline. Or the introduction of vaccines for
coronavirus may make everything return back to normal, and the need for mobility and
accessibility would continue. No one knows about the future, but the number of daily commuters
will likely drop in the post-coronavirus era as many employers observe the benefits of the WFH
regarding their employees’ work productiveness. It will also affect the service industry jobs and
ultimately the economic vitality of many U.S. cities. NYC may be the hardest hit city in the U.S.
as employers may no longer see the benefits of being in the City and paying for pricey office space.
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Employees, especially young professionals, would see little to no benefit of living in NYC, where
they must endure high rent costs for old and small units, often without washers/dryers equipped.
Without improving housing infrastructure in neighborhoods across the NYC boroughs and/or
providing reliable access to areas where young professionals can pay less or pay the same for
better-conditioned housing, the attractiveness of being a New Yorker might be significantly
impaired.
The early 2020s is a critical moment for decision-makers and residents in NYC and surrounding
areas. History provides us with the powerful lesson that a series of public work projects like the
New Deal helped overcome the economic recession of the 1930s. Without critical and visionary
plans, NYC may lose its economic power and vitality in the U.S. and around the globe. The City
is already experiencing withering economic dynamism in the past few months since the
coronavirus pandemic began. In this regard, the BQX plan, which was initially planned to start its
construction in 2019, should proceed and stimulate some economic activities in NYC. Obviously,
it should come with robust housing plans.
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